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Abstract

Many run-length-limited @LL) codes have been developed recently in order to

increase data density on magnetic recording channels. The channei itself represents a

further encoding process. Considering this encoding process and incorporating it with

the RLL encoding process channel into a single uellis code allows optimal decoding of

the ¡eceived signal. This process is carried out for fou¡ popular RLL codes. An

analytical estimate of the bit error probability of the decoder is developed and

conflrmed by simulation of the four codes. In these instances, proper consideration of

the channel results in a coding of gain at least 3dB.
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Chapter L

Introduction

Magnetic data storage devices have represented the most important pernanent

storage system for computers for about as long as Eansistors have been the most

important switching element. The hysteresis of an appropriately chosen magnetic

medium causes a ¡ernnant magnetic fleld to remain in the material after an applied

field is removed. This remnant field c¡eates curent pulses in a conducting coil that is

subsequently moved ac¡oss the field. New data can be written at the same spot by

once again applying an extemal magnetic field. This combination of indefrnite data

retention without power, and fast writing and re-writing of data have made magnetic

devices the de-facto choice for perrnanent (or semi-permanent) storage of binary data.

Thii should not imply that magneric media is a panacea for all long-term storage

problems; it too suffers from limitations. Among them are the problems of data den-

sity and timing. The computer industry's insatiable demand for greater capabilities,

spurred on by the almost exponential growth in the capabiliries of fabricated com-

ponents, has pressured disk and tape drive manufacturers to increase the storage capa-

ciries of these devices.

Saturation recording requires a complete reversal in the magnetic field in the

material to represent a "1" in a bit interval. Obviously, the sharper the transition in the

field, the smaller the bit interval can be, and the more information that can be packed

into a given area. Howeve¡, the transition cannot be made infinitely sharp. A point is

reached where the magnetic field generated by the transition is strong enough to

change the magnetic orientation of the material (the same as rhe write process mechan-

ism), and at this point, the ransition cannot be made any sharper. Another problem is
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related to timing. It is very imponant to know where the bit interval bounda¡ies are.

However, the pattern reco¡ded on the magnetic medium contains no inherent informa-

tion about this. The location of a bit interval can be infer¡ed from the position of a

transition (which should occur in the center of an interval), but since a uansition only

occurs when there is a "1" in the data stream, a long sequence of "0"'s will deprive

the receiver of this information. A clock can be used to extrapolate the bit intervals,

but this requires very accurate clocks and precise control of the movement of the

medium relative to the head, and even then, it may not b€ enough.

A special ciass of codes called run-length limited (RLL) codes can provide

effective solutions to these problems. These codes are usually specified by the param-

eters (d ,k ,n ,n). An information or data sequence is transformed into a codeword

sequence at the rate (R = L) of n codeword bits for every ¡z data bits. The code-
n

word is constrained so that there a¡e a minimum of d and a maximum of & "0"'s

between any consecutive "1"'s in the codeword sequence. The bit interval clock must

now extrapolate over a maximum of t+l intewals, and the magnedc ransition can

now extend over more than one bit interval. These two properties can a-lleviate the

timing problems and increase bit density by over 50Vo at very little implementation

cost. It is emphasized that these codes have been developed specifically for the mag-

netic channel, a¡d not for eÍor-corecting purposes. Any error-correction encoding is

performed by a separate encoder that transforms the input data before being processed

by the RLL code.

1.1. Motivation

This thesis is not about how to inc¡ease bit density, or about new RLL codes, per

se. Much significant work has already been published in these regards, and a good

understanding of theoretical limitations and practical implementations of RLL codes
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has been achieved. Rather, consideration is given in these pages to the neglected topic

of decoding existing RLL codes. Certainly, methods exist to decode present RLL

codes, but they are heuristically based (following the heuristic narure of the code

design procedure) and are not necessarily optimal. Also, present decoding methods for

RLL codes ignore the redunda¡t temary nature of the ouçut of the magnetic channel.

The question arises as to why this topic should be studied. The most obvious

¡eason is that optimal decoding can reduce the errors associaæd with magnetic data

storage, which is always desirable. By improving error performance, it may also be

possible to degrade some part of the system (for instance, the track width) to improve

the data density, while maintaining the error tate at its previous level. Related to this

point is a less obvious but perhaps more important reason for studying optimal decod-

ing. Many magnetic data.storage devices use some form of error control (detection or

correction) code in order to provide appropriate error performance in the system. This

decreases data density since space for redundancy bits must be allocated.

Now, convolutional codes (although not presently used in magnetic data storage

devices) a¡e a fo¡m of enor control code. They derive thei¡ error control properties

from the relationship each codeword symbol has with those codeword symbols around

it. The codewords of RLL codes also exhibit this relationship, although in a somewhat

weaker and less strucnued form. Present decoding methods throw away, o¡ do not

properly exploit this interdependency. By properly considering the relationship, RLL

codes may exhibit some enor control properties. If this is rhe case, then the additional

error control code can be discarded, improving data density.

There a¡e two major considerations in achieving optimal decoding. The fust is

the quesrion of optimal decoding of the RLL code itself. There is no all-encompassing

mathematical description fo¡ these codes as there is for linea¡ block and convolutional

codes so a systematic method is, for now, ruled out. Also, the cha¡acterisation of the
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coding process by the developers of the codes is unsuitable for application to optimal

decoding.

The second consideration is the channel itself. That it is not a typical communi-

cation channel is highlighted by the fact that while binary information is transmitted to

it, the output is temary. This is not to imply that the channel is not being used ro irs

full capacity (it is), but that the physical process as the signal is passed from the

write-head to the magnetic medium and finally to the reading head changes the output

into a temary form while adding redundancy. Present-day receivers choose to ignore

this process and simpiy convert the output back into binary form. An optimal decod-

ing technique must exploit the redundancy of the output and ca¡not discard any impor-

tant inforrìation.

So the observed problem is that while RLL codes have become an important

component of magnetic data storage, optimal decoding of these codes has not ensued.

The enor performance of these codes could be improved by optimal decoding, and

also by incorporating the channel effects as part of this decoding. An analysis of the

error performance with optimal decoding may reveal some enor conecting propenies

inherent to the RLL codes.

1.2. Direction

The staning point is to define "optimal" decoding. Then a method of implement-

ing this decoding must be found. Finally, its performance must be analyzed and the

improvement, if any, realized.

The magnetic channel is generally involved in the transmission of very long mes-

sage sequences, so a rational measure of performance would be to minimize the aver-

age bit error rate. This can be calculated by dividing the number of bits in er¡or in a

sequence by the total number of bits in the sequence for very long sequences, and is
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termed bit error rate (BER). It is equivalent to the probabiliry of a bit picked at ran-

dom from the sequence being in erro¡ and is denoted P¿, .

However, strict BER minimization is a somewhar intangible goal. Satisfactory

methods of guaranteeing this a¡e not lnown for any type of continuous code (such as

convolutional codes, as opposed to block codes). A more plausible decoding method

is maximum-likelihood sequence detection (MLSD), which is optimal in the sense that

the most likely transmitted sequence is found. Additionally, in almost all cases, the

chosen sequence minimizes BER as well. This technique is very well defined (by

Viterbi's algorithm) for any process that can be modelled as a finite state machine, and

under the hypothesis that RLL codes can b€ represented as such, this appears to be a

good avenue.

With the procedure for optimal deioding defined, its performance in temrs of

BER must be analysed. By analysing the performance rather rhan simply simulating it,

the error mechanisms can b€ observed and any enor conEol propenies identified.

Viterbi's algorithm requires that the process be modelled as a finite state machine

(a flnite Ma¡kov chain). However, the BER analysis requires a stricter characterization

of the process. The process must be an ireducible aperiodic finite Markov chain,

which has steady-state state probabilities, and these steady-state state probabilities must

be found.

The BER analysis must then be performed on some RLL codes that are represen-

tative of RLL codes in general. Simulation of the BER should also be performed to

verify the analysis. The codes can then be investigated for any error control capabili-

ties that they may possess.
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1.3. Contributions

The contributions of this thesis a¡e both in the concrete results presented here,

and the avenues that are opened towards further research.

This work represents the fi¡st rime that a procedure for optimal decoding of RLL

codes has been specified. Obviously, it also represents the fi¡st time the performance

of such decoding has been analysed and simulated.

The effects of the channel a¡e also included in the RLL encoding process and

optimal decoding extended to include these effects. Although the channel has previ-

ously been optimally considered [1,2], the codes considered with the channel were

very simple non-RLL codes that resuited only in changes ro rhe output assignments of

the channel state diagram. This is the fust time the magnetic channel has been

included in an RLL code (or even any code of this complexity).

The analysis shows that d.¡, for the codes with the channel increases to two,

thrusting RLL codes into the class of enor detection (though not error conection)

codes. By conflrming the possibility, it opens the door to rhe creation of RLL codes

with more powerful enor control capabilities, without any data density penalty, by

appropriately strucnrring the state diagram of the code and assigning the outputs.

1.4. Outline

The fust step is to gain a thorough understanding of the many processes involved.

Since this work is about magnetic storage devices a¡d RLL codes, the understanding

should begin there. Chapter 2 describes the process of data storage on magnetic

medium via saturarion recording. The process is broken down into three major blocks;

the channel itself, the channel encoder and decoder, and the er¡or conEol encoder and

decoder. The Eansformation of the input along with the redundancy introduced by the

magnetic channel is conside¡ed. Both channel and er¡or conEol codes a¡e described.
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Finally, improvements gamered by RLL codes (which belong to the channel code

category) a¡e presented and justified.

Chapter 3 goes on to develop MLSD a¡d its implementation in a channel wirh

additive white Gaussian noise (AWGl.l). An algorithm developed by Viterbi is shown

to be equivalent to MLSD, and to be ¡ealiseable for real-time (or for that matter any)

decoding. This is a very important advancemenr as MLSD in its basic form is totaily

impractical The techniques p¡esented here are those that are used to optimally decode

the RLL codes in the magnetic channel. They also provide the basis for the error

analysis.

Four popular RLL codes a¡e described in Chapter 4, and they represent most of

the actual implementations of RLL codes. The analysis of Chapter 5 is applied to

these codes. The coding processes are described as finite state machines, as is the

channel. The channel a¡d code is combined into a single model that paves the rray

for optimal decoding. Each process is also cha¡acterized as an irreducible, aperiodic

Ma¡kov chain, allowing long+erm state probabilities to be found. This will be useful

in later BER analysis.

An analytic treatment of the BER for the codes is developed in Chapter 5. The

resulting expression is preferred over simple simulation of the error rate since it is

more general and provides more insight into the error mechanisms. The analysis is

actualiy valid for any code that can be represented as an i¡reducible aperiodic Markov

chain. The analysis is performed by computer for each of rhe four RLL codes, both

with and without the channel, The analysis results a¡e confirmed through computer

simulation. They show a significant 3dB coding improvement when the magnetic

channel is included in the model. They also show that the RLL codes together with

the magnetic channel possess error detection capabilities.
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Chapter 6 concludes the study and suggests fi¡rther a¡eas to consider. Among

them æe the possible development of bener codes, a more systemadc treatment of

these codes, and the inclusion of intersymbol interference in the models.

Appendices A and B presenr more information on optimal decoding (in a single

symbol interval) and Markov chains. These a¡eas of study are well established, but a¡e

significandy related to work presented in this thesis. Appendix C contains a listing of

the computer pro$am that analyzed each of the codes, while Appendix D is a listing

of the simulation program.

1.5. Prerequisites

ln order for the reader to understand the material presented he¡einafte¡, some

background knowledge is required. An understa¡ding of several fields of marhematics

including vector and metric spaces, group theory, probability, statistics, and graph

theory is essential. A rudimentary understanding of digiøl communications is also

required.

It is helpful, but not necessary, for the reader to be familiar with electromagnet-

ics, digital logic, coding theory, and last but not least, magnetic data storage devices.



Chapter 2

The Magnetic Channel and RLL Codes

The process of recording and reading on magnetic medium can be viewed as

sending information through a channel, albeit differing somewhat from a typical com-

munication channel. Magnetic saturadon recording has some inherent properties that

must always be considered and can sometimes be exploited as will be shown in later

chapters. In this chapter, the physical process of saturation recording will be described

along with models for its behaviour and coding techniques that can improve its perfor-

mance in several a¡eas.

2.1. Magnetic Data Storage

The process of storing information in a magnetic medium and subsequently

retrieving it can be modelled as a communication channel with frve basic components,

as shown in Figure 2.1. T\e channel itself represents the acrual physical processes

associated with writing data to and reading from the magnetic medium. The properties

of this process have created problems for designers and, as a result, a class of codes

peculiar to magnetic data storage have been developed specifically to deal with these

propenies. This coding process is represented by the channel encoder and decoder in

Figure 2.1. One problem the magnetic channel shares with all other communication

cha¡nels is that of errors in the transmitted data. To combat these errors, standard

error-correcting codes are employed as represented by the enor-correcting encoder and

decoder blocks in Figure 2.1. These range from simple parity check codes to more

complex block (or cyclic biock) codes such as the Reed-Solomon codes.
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inpul

2.2. Magnetic Recording

The magnetic medium itself is comprised of a thin layer of microscopic particles,

equivalent to electrical dipoles [3,4]. This layer is bonded onto a substrate that is

rigid or flexible according to the application. The medium is moved pasr a recording

head consisting of a conducting coil wrapped around a high permeability construction,

as diagrammed in Figure 2.2. When an electric current is passed through rhe coil a

magnetic field is generated in the head with the field lines perpendicular to the curent

flow. The field lines a¡e confined to the ferric head until the gap in the head is

reached, whereupon they extend out from the head and into the magnetic medium The

magnetic freld causes the dipoles to align themselves parallel ro the field lines and the

parricles remain in this orientation in the absence of the magnetic fleld. If the mag-

netic field intensity (i.e, current) is strong enough, all the panicles will be aligned and

the medium is san¡rated. This alignment of the particles generates a remnant magnetic

fleld in the magnetic medium. This behaviou¡ is due to the hysreresis of the remnant

magnetic freld under an applied magnetic field in the medium as shown in Figure 2.3.

When a reading head of simila¡ construction to the ¡ecording head is passed over

the medium, a field is generated in the ferric head. Any change in this freld genemres

a cunent in the conduction coil a¡ound the reading head. In saturation recording, the

particles are aligned along one dimension (horizontally or venically) due to the charac-

teristics of the head and/or the medium (anisotropic medium), thus the dipoles can

have one of two orientations. Whenever the orientation is revened (due to a reversal

in the recording head current), a current pulse is generated in the reading head as it

r.0

Figure 2.1: Magnetic data storage channel.
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recording
head

magnetic media

Figure 2.2: The write process.

Figure 2.3: Hysteresis.

moves by. The direction of the cur¡ent depends on the paÍicul flux ¡eversal. Thus

the output of the reading head can be a positive, negative or no current pulse.

Considering the recording head, it is noted that the current flow in the coil can be

in one of two states; that which is sufficient to saturate the medium in one orientation,

or an opposite curent flow of the same magnitude such that the medium is saturated in

the opposite orientation. Any lower level of current flow will be insuffrcient to

11
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satuate the medium and an absence of cu¡¡ent will leave the medium in its previous

state (a¡ undesirable situation). Thus the recording process is naturally binary which

complements the binary natu¡e of computer daø storage requirements. However, the

previous paragraph outlined the ternary nature of the output of the reading head. Con-

cluding that entropy [5] is being added to the channel musr be cautioned against since

there is some redundancy in the output. After a positive pulse, only a negative pulse

or no pulse can follow. This is because a positive pulse implies that a certain type of

flux revenal has taken place on the medium, say from dipole orientation A to orienta-

tion B. After this event, the dipoles can either remain in orientation B (no pulse) or

switch into orientation A resulting in an opposite flux ¡eversal to that which previously

occured (negative pulse). Similarly, a negative pulse can only be followed by no pulse

or a positive pulse.

2,3. Channel Codes

In order to minimize the problems associated with the channel, the magnetization

pattem actually recorded on the medium must be carefully chosen. Towa¡ds this end,

a number of coding schemes have been developed and are classified as channel codes

(more specifically, magnetic channel codes). They transform the input binary data

sequence into a current waveform that is applied to the ¡ecording head. The waveform

for several codes for a sample input is shown in Figure 2.4.

Retum-to-zero is a code that was developed in the infancy of magnetic data

storage. The magnetic medium is magnetized in one orientaúon, and a "1" is

represented by a reversal in the orientation for half of a bit interval. A "0" indicates

no change in the magnetized pattern on the magneric medium. Two pulses in a bit

interval at the output of the reading head indicate a "1", while no ourput is decoded as

a "0". This code suffers from the problem that a long sequence of zeroes result in no

T2
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Figure 2.4: Channel codes.

output (at the reading head) at all. This necessitates a very accurate clock, and head

motion (relative to the medium) in order to keep track of the bit intervals. Also, when

a "1" is input, two transitions are placed very close to each other (inside a single bit

interval). ln order to compensate for this, the bit intervals must be made larger reduc-

ing the data capacity of the medium.

Since the recording head is intrinsically binary, an obvious method of encoding

binary data is to assign each symbol to one of the recording head,s states. In this way

a "1" would be represented by a positive curent while a "0" would be represented by

a negative current in the recording head. At the output of the reading head, a pulse

would denote that the symbol is different than the previous one, while no pulse would

denote no change in the output symbol. This method of encoding and decoding is

called non-retum to zero (NRZ) and is trivial to implement. However it suffers f¡om

error propagation since an er¡or in decoding one bit will result in erron in all the fol-

lowing bits until another enor occurs [3]. This property alone makes NRZ unaccept-

able for modern high-density magnetic storage.
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A more common method is termed non-retum to zero inverse (NRZI). In this

code, a "nanral" mapping is made f¡om the ternary output of the reading head to the

binary symbols. Any pulse (posirive or negative) is decoded as a ''1" while the

absence of a pulse is decoded as a "0". In the recording process, a "1" is represented

by the reversal of the head current (i.e. a dipole orientation or flux reversal), while a

"0" maintains the previous head current (no change in the orientation). Like NRZ, this

method is quite simple to implement. Although NRZI does not suffer from error pro-

pagation, it suffers the same timing problems as RZ.

Phase modulation (PM), which is also know as Manchester coding, transforms a

"0" into a particular dipole orientation reversal in the magnetic medium (say from

orientation A to B), while a "1" is transformed into the opposite reversal (B to A).

Thus a "0" represents a reversal in the recording head cur¡ent from positive to nega-

tive, while a "1" represents a negative to positive reversal. Notice that this may neces-

sitate a revenal at the bit interval bounda¡y to accommodate the required reve¡sal in

the middle of the bit interval. As a result, the data density suffers. Decoding consists

of ignoring any pulses at the bit interval bounda¡ies and detecting the polarity of the

pulse in the middle of the interval. If the pulse is positive a "1" is chosen, and if it is

negative a "0" is chosen. Thus PM does not suffer from enor propagation, and since

transitions are separated by no more that one bit interval, timing is not a problem.

2.4. Error Control Codes

Error control codes transform a sequence of information or data symbols into a

sequence of codeword symbols with structured redundancy. This redundancy allows

the codeword sequence to be decoded into the correct data sequence even when the

codewo¡d sequence has been comrpted with errors. There are two fundamental

categories of e¡ro¡ controi codes: block codes and tree codes. Block codes segment

L4
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the input sequence into blocks of rz symbols and map each block into a codewo¡d of

n symbols. T¡ee codes carry out the same process except that the codeword chosen is

also a function of the previous v input blocks. The mapping of the input to the code-

word is generally linear since the study of this class of codes is much more matu.re.

For tee codes, if some time invaria¡ce properties are added, the result is a class of

codes called convolutional codes.

A brief description of the two classes of codes follows. A more complete and

formal treatrnent can be found in t6,7,8,51.

15

2.4.1. Block Codes

A block code is often described i¡

¡n bits and the codeword of ¿ bits can

tively.

terms of a matrix. The information block of

be described as iow vectors / and C respec-

¡ =li1 i2 ..' i^l

C =Í.ctcz... cnf

The code iaelf is described by a generator matrix G .

Ç=

9tt 9tz 9tn

9zt 8zz "' 82n

gnl gn2 g¡¡n

C =lG

If there are 4 (input and oulput) symbls, then all operations are carried a¡e carried

out in GF(q), that is, a Galois (or finite) field with 4 elements (note that for some q,

Then
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GF (q) may not exist). For a linea¡ block code, the sum of any two codewo¡ds is a

codeword, and the product of any codeword with an element of GF (q) is also a code-

word.

The Hamming distance between any two (information or code) words is the

number of positions in which they differ. Block codes derive their error control pro-

perties from a pammeter dn¡, which is the minimum Hamming distance between any

two valid codewo¡ds. In order to illustrate this, consider a case where d^a= k. I1

the codeword C that is transmitted becomes com¡pted so that up to &-1 symbols are

incorrectly received, then the received word R will not match any valid codewo¡d

(otherwise, d^¡ would be less than &). In this way, up to &-1 errors per codeword

can be detected.

Now consider the codeword C comrpted so that less than { symbols are
¿

incorrectly ¡eceived. Again, the received word R will not match any valid codeword,

but it witl have a smaller Hamming distance to C than to any other valid codeword

(otherwise, dn'¡', would again be smaller than t), Thus the code ,- .o..r", , a {
2

errors per codewo¡d.

These error conrol propenies apply to any set of codewords and any mapping of

the information words into the codewords (linear or nonJinear) as long as the parame-

ter dn¡., is satisfied. However, imposing certain restrictions allows dn¡. to be optim-

ized (or at least be made quite large) for a given rn and ¿ in a systematic way, and

simplifies the encoding and decoding process.

The most basic restriction is that of linearity which has already been mentioned.

In fact, almost all error control theory applies to linear codes. Hamming codes fail

into this basic category and can be constructed for m = ?i -1-x nd n = 2'-l for any

integer.r. For this code, dn¡, is 3 so that any single enor can be corrected or up to

16
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two er¡ors detected. Although not very powerful, the rate R = 4 is quite high.
n

A somewhat mo¡e venatile code is the Reed-Muller code specified for any posi-

tive intege$ x and y such that y <.r. The rare of this code is given by

m =7+ [t] . 
.. 

$] -o n =2'. ReeÅ,-Mulle¡codeshaveadn¡'' of 2'-v.

By imposing additional structue, cyclic block codes a¡e ¡eached. In this class of

codes, any cyclic shift (a shifting of each symbol by one position) of a codeword is

also a codewo¡d. These codes are best described by polynomials, but this will not be

cove¡ed he¡e.

Fire codes are specifled n GF(q) Íor m=(qt-l)(2x-l)-y-?.x+l and

n = (qt -1)(2x -1) where ;r and y are integers. Not all choices of ¡ and y will pro-

duce a Fire code, but r < y is a necessary condition. A Fire code can correct up to r
errors provided that the ¡ errors occur in consecutive symbol positions (this is called a

burst error).

Bose-Chaudhu¡i-Hocquenghem (BCÐ codes are specified in GF(qt) with n a

factor of qt -1. A BCH code can correct up to .r er¡ors and n¡ will vary according to

the choice of ¡ in a manner dependent upon the properties of polynomial rings in

Gr qt¡.

Reed-Solomon codes are a subclass of BCH codes with ) = 1. The rate is given

by m = ?.x and n = 4-1, and they can corect up to r erors. Reed-Solomon codes

have the best possible enor conection capability for a given m and n.

Simple, low-capacity disk-drives use extremely simple parity-check error detec-

tion (which can be viewed as a simple cyclic block code). Disk and tape d¡ives in

larger systems (where data integrity is important) generally use more complex error

control schemes, a¡d the Reed-Muller, Fi¡e, and Reed-Solomon codes have all been

used in this capacity.

L7
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2.4.2. Convolutional Codes

Like block codes, convolutional codes have the parameters m aÃd n and at each

time frame m information symbols a¡e ¡eceived and n codeword symbols are output.

Unlike block codes, convolutional codes have an additional p¿ìr¿rmeter v called the

constraint length. The codeword C depends not just on the present information word

1, but on the previous m(v -L) information symbols. Thus a codeword at any particu-

lar time frame bea¡s a (usually complex) relationship to the v codewo¡ds before and

after it, and indirectly, to every codewo¡d in the enti¡e messâge. It is through this

relarionship that convolutional codes derive their er¡or conection capabilities.

The code itself is described by v generator matrices, G¡ to Gy_1, where each G,

is an rn by ¿ matrix of elements of GF @), The codeword is given by

C = IoGo+ IlG1 + " . I I,lGu-1

where 16 represents the present info¡mation word and 11 to 1u_1 represent the previous

y-1 infonnation wo¡ds. As with block codes, all operations are ca¡ried out in GF(q).

Given a set of generator matrices, a schematic of an encoder can easily be con-

structed. As an example, Figure 2.5 shows the schematic for a code of rate

^m1R =; = ) ar,dv = 3 as specified in GF(2) by

co=[11]

cr=[10]

G2= lr tl

In the schematic, the boxes represent delay elements or shift registers and the circles

represent modulo-2 adden or exclusive-OR gates.

The relationship between the input and the ouçut cal be represented as a tree

graph as shown in Figure 2.6. Each path from the root of the ree represents a unique

18
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Figure 2.5: Schematic of a convolutional encoder.

input sequence. From each vertex, the upper branch indicates a zero input and the

lowêr branch indicates a one. The codewo¡d is specified beside each edge.

Note that the output pattems along the branches become repetitive after the vth

branch. In fact, all the vertices labelled ¿ have identical branches and can be col-

lapsed into a single vertex. Likewise, this is true for the verrices labelled b, c and d.

This leads to a new graph called a rellis as shown in Figure 2.7. By relabelling the

vertices with symbols from GF(2), the label of a vertex can be made to correspond to

the contents of the shift registers in the schematic representation of the encoding pro-

cess. Each path through the Eellis represents a possible information (and codeword)

sequence.

By collapsing all the vertices with the same label in the trellis into a single ver-

tex, yet another representation can be reached. This is called a state diagram and is

shown in Figure 2.8. All of these diagrams fully represent the encoding process of the

convolutional code, differing only in how "time" is represented. A reverse procedure

can also be carried out, expanding a state diagram into a trellis.

Although the encoding process of a convolutional code is very simple, the decod-

ing process (at least for optimal decoding) is not. In fact, the only known viable
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Figure 2.6: Tree graph representation of a convolutional code.

optimal decoding process is Viterbi's algorithm which is explained in Chapter 3. Until

then, it is sufficient to note that for a decoding er¡or to occur, a path through the trellis

must be chosen that is not identical to the transmitted path. Thus the decoded path

must dive¡ge from the tra¡smitted path at some point, and later merge. Over this

unmerged segment, the transmitted codeword sequence must be corrupted so that its

Hamming distance to the decoded sequence is smaller than its Hamming distance to

the transmined sequence. But inspection of the rellis reveals that the smallest

unmerged segment is v edges or time frames long, and this is true for any general u.

The imponant factor is no longer the Hamming distance between single codewords; it

20
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Figure 2.7: Trellis representation of a convolutional code.

Figure 2.8: Sute diagram representation of a convolutional code.

is the Hamming distance between specific sequences of y or mo¡e codewords. The

smallest such distance is often labelled d¡,"", but in this work it will be labelled d,n¡'

to maintain commonality with block codes. Thus a large number of codeword sym-

bols may have to be comrpted before a¡ unconectable situation occu¡s.
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The actual natu¡e of the e¡ror conecting capabilities of convolutional codes is

quite compiex (unlike block codes ) and beyond the scope of this work. It is clear,

however, that careful selection of the generator matrices and v (optimal selection

appears to be an NP-complete problem, although it has not been proven) can result in

powerful error conection codes, even for high rates. This error conection capability is

derived from the strucrure of the trellis (and suitable codeword assignment) which

graphically represents the relationship a codeword has to surrounding codewords.

2.5. High Bit Densities and Other Problems

In the quest for ever higher information density on par with developments in

other computer equipment, designers have tried to make the bit interval (that is, the

space on the medium that is allocated to a single input bit) as small as possible.

Unfornrnately, there is a limit as to how fa¡ this practice can be taken as displayed in

Figure 2.9, especially for horizonølly oriented medium. When there is a reversal in

the alignment of the dipoles, there is a boundary where like-poles are adjacent to each

other. Strong repulsive forces a¡e generated and this tends to cause a local demagneti-

zation which widens the transition region. Typical attempts to overcome this problem

have involved finding materials suiøble for the medium with a higher coercivity [9]

which allows for sharper transitions (and also necessitates higher recording cuûents,

which is generally not a problem but does illusrrate that nothing is free). The

recording/reading head, and its interaction with the magnetic medium has also been

explored [10, 11, 12]. However, both of these methods are expensive solutions to the

problem.

One tempting possibility is to totally ignore the fixed ransition width and simply

make the bit intervals smaller, accepting the resulting intersymbol interference (ISI) -

that is the overlapping of the magnetization panern in one bit interval into adjacent bit
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Figure 2.9: The ransition region.

intervals. However problems arise in the decoding of the received waveform from the

reading head. Present detection schemes use a non-optimal method called peak detec-

tion, as it is quite simple and fast. Figure 2.10 outlines the basic procedures involved

in peak detection. The signal from the reading head is differentiated and applied to

the input of a zero-crossing detector. This ouput is high whenever the slope of the

reading head signal is zero, which occurs when there is no pulse or at the peak of a

pulse (in the absence of noise). By applying the reading head signal ro a th¡eshold

detector set at say half of a pulse peak, and using this signal to gate the ouçut of the

zero-crossing detector, a signal with a spike at the peak of each pulse is generated. In

NRZI, the existance of this spike denotes a "1" while its absence denotes a "0".

Now, allowing intersymbol interference to occur in the magnetic medium can

have significant effects on the performance of peak detection circuitry [13]. Assuming

superposition of interfering reading head waveforms (a reasonable assumption at

present and future bit densiries), examples of two and three adjacent interfering pulses

a¡e shown in Figure 2.1 1. With two adjacent pulses, the peaks of both pulses have

moved towa¡ds each other. At high bit densities, this may actually move the peak into
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Figure 2.10: Peak detection decoding.

another bit interval, and even at lower densities, it will exacerbate timing problems.

IVith th¡ee adjacent pulses, the same problems occu¡ with the outer two pulses, but the

centre pulse encounters a more severe problem. It can become so attenuated that it

no-longer exceeds the threshold of the gating circuitry, and can be missed entirely.

Thus designers of magnetic data storage devices try to avoid any ISI.

Another possibility for NRZI is to constrain the input so that "1"'s cannot occur

too closely to each other. In this scenario, ISI would still occur, but not between

pulses. Thus the only result would be pulses extending into adjacent bit intervals

(devoid of pulses), and no peak-shift or pulse attenuation would occur. This is an

excellent siruation except for the unfortunate and absu¡d requirement that the binary

input sequence be consrained. This does raise another possibiiity that perhaps we can

map the input sequence onto a¡other sequence of bits that does meet the
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b)

Figure 2.11: a) Two interfering pulses. b) Three interfering pulses.

aforementioned constraints. If the new sequence is not so long as to offset the gain in

density made by allowing ISI to occur, then an overall gain in bit density has still

occured. This forms part of the basis of a collection of codes known as run-length-

limited (RLL) codes, and is elabo¡ated on in the next section.

The limited transirion width is not the only þroblem inherent in magnetic

medium. Saturation recording codes are not inherently self-clocking, as a frequency

modulated (FM) signal is, for example. The¡e is no such device as a phase-locked

loop that can provide rigid information on the bit intervals. with peak detection ci¡cu-

itry, the only timing infonnation available is the supposed peak of a pulse; there is no

timing information available when a pulse does not occur. The best that can be done

is to assume that a peak occlrs at the centre of the bit interval and use an accurate

clock to time the bit intervals until another pulse occurs. Obviously, problems will

occur when a pulse does not occur for many intervals (corresponding to a long

sequence of "0"'s in NRZI). To overcome this, it would be desirable to constrain the

input to the recording head so that "1"'s do not occur too far apart. As mentioned in

the previous paragraph, constraining the input sequence in this way is not feasible.

However coding the input sequence into another sequence that does meet this

25
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consraint is possible, and forms another part of the basis for RLL codes.

2.6. Run.Length Limited Codes

In the previous section, some desi¡able constraints on the input to the recording

head were discussed. Since coding v/as purported as a method to solve each of these

restrictions, it would be advantageous to find a coding technique that would satisfy all

of them at the same time. Such a class of codes has been developed and they are

termed run-length limited (RLL) codes t14, 151. These codes Eansform an input

binary data stream into a binary codeword sream (with more bits) and use NRZI

encoding to record the codeword. They restrict the minimum and maximum number

of bit intervals between any consecutive " 1"'s in order to minirnize ISI and timing

problems and a¡e necessarily nonJinear in nanue (observe that an all zero sequence

will not produce a like ouput).

The standard notation for these codes consists of fou¡ integer parameters,

(d,k,m ,n). The minimum and maximum number of zeroes between ones are specified

by d and /c, respectively. The ¡ate of the code (R) is determined by R = 4; that is

rz input bits are mapped into n code bits. The codes are sometimes simply specifled

by (d,k). Several papers have discussed theoretical aspects of RLL codes and in par-

ticula¡ Franaszek [16] found the channel capacities for classes of RLL codes using

Shannon's noiseless coding theorems [5]. The graph in Figote 2.12 developed from

data provided by Franaszek [16] shows the maximum achievable rate for a given d

with the * parameter at infinity; thus 4 cannot be greater than the ¡ate specified by
n

the gaph. In practice, it is also desi¡able to make m and n the smallest integers pos-

sible as this simplifies encoder a¡d decoder design. For instance, a (1,7) code can

have any rate up to 0.679. However, specifying m= 679 and ¿= 1000 would require
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extremely complex encoding and decoding circuitry. Previously developed (1,7) codes

have set m= 2 and ¿ = 3 producing a rate very close to the theoretical limit while

keeping the complexity at a reasonable level.

Figure 2.12: Coding rate versus d.

The improvements realiseable with RLL codes can be displayed by considering

(1,7,2,3) and (2,7,1,2) codes without (for the moment) even considering rhe actual

code. Both classes of RLL codes have a maximum of seven zeroes between ones, thus

accurate timing must be maintained over at most eight bit intervals; quite possible with

present technology.

The (I,7,2,3) codes have at least one zero between ones in the codeword. This

allows a transition to extend over the bit interval containing the one, plus half of the

bit intervals on either side (i.e. two codeword bit intervals in total) without any ISI.

Because of this, two codeword bits can be placed where one ra\,v input bit would have

been, increasing the bit density by a factor of two. However, the coding process itself
.,

occurs at a rate of f causing a decrease in the bit density by a factor of f. Thus the

overall gain in bit density is f representing a 33Vo increase. Significantly, this

increase has been achieved without changing the hardware (except for adding a simple

t1

345578

d
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encoder and decoder). Since the bit interva-l has been cur in half, acceptable timing

errors are half that of the uncoded data. However this is more than offset by the fact

that sequences of zeroes a¡e limited in length.

The (2,7,1,2) codes have a minimum of two zeroes between ones in the code-

word, allowing transitions to extend over three bit intervals (a factored gain of three).

The coding process has a rare of only ] so the overall gain in bit density is j-, that is,

a 507o inc¡ease. T\e (2,7 ,I,2) codes are obviously superior in rerms of bit density.

However their timing requirements are more stringent, since the bit interval has been

reduced to one-third that of the uncoded data. Acceptable timing errors are 332¿

smaller than that of the (1,7,2,3) codes.

The previous analysis hints at a very simple formula based on the (d,kø,n)

pa¡ameters to determine any increase in data density, and this is the case.

28

, _ (d+l)m
n

(2.1)

The symbol 1 represents the increase in input data density telative to recording the

uncoded data. h practice, the data density is the overriding parameter as the ¿ con-

straint has made timing problems relatively small.



Chapter 3

Maximum-Likelihood Decoding
and the ViterbÍ Algorithm

convolutional codes, and in fact any code that can be represented as a finite state

machine (with more than one state) present some unique problems in decoding. Many

optimal decoding methods have been developed fo¡ classes of codes such as linear

block codes. However, the memory inherent in a finite state machine precludes decod-

ing small sections of the codeword independently of the other sections. one possible

method would be to consider all possible complete received sequences, and compare

them to the actual received sequence. This is called maximum-likelihood sequence

detection (MLSD)' but ir involves unmanageably large amounts of computations for

even very small messages. vite¡bi developed an aìgorithm that is equivalent to

MLSD' but involves a manageable number of computations, even for real time applica-

tions. ln this chapter, optimal decoding (in the sense of MLSD) and Viterbi,s algo-

rithm a¡e reviewed.

3.1. Finite State Machine Codes

A flnite state machine is any process that can be represented by a finite state

diagram. Based upon a ptesent state (,t¡) and an input, the ouçut and the next state

(,9n*1) are determined. Each possible input is represented by a path leaving a state,

and the destination of that path is the new state corresponding to the present state and

input combination. The ourput is also specified by the path. Convolutional codes are

a special case of this and one of the most important constraints is that the process must

be linear t6,7, 8, 51.
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In the previous chapter, it is shown that a convolutional code can be represented

by a søte diagram. This classifies it as a finite state machine process. It is also

shown that a convolutional code can be represented by a rellis as well. Likewise,

other finite state machine codes can be represented by a trellis which can be obtained

from the state diagram. In order to apply Viterbi's algorithm, it is important that rhe

coding process be representable as a trellis, as is shown later in this chapter. In

Chapter 4, it is shown that the RLL codes can be represented as finite state machine

processes. In a manner simila¡ to that for convolutional codes, a trellis representarion

can be obtained from the finite state machine representation, allowing Viterbi's algo-

rithm to be used.

3.2. Decoding

The previous chapter shows that the ouçut of a magnetic channel can be a posi-

tive or negative pulse, or no pulse. In order to proceed fu¡he¡, a technique must be

found to establish which of the rhree possibilities has occurred. In the presence of

noise, the receiver must decide which signal actually occurred in the interval. Such

techniques have been developed based on Bayes criterion tl7l, and are explained in

more detail in Appendix A. In this section, it will suffice to note rhat the signal ser

has a single orthonormal basis, and it is a normalized ransition pulse (either positive

or negative). The signal pulses are located ar +{F and the no-pulse signal is located

at origin in the single-dimensional vector space generated by the orthonormal basis.

To decode the received signal which is comrpted with additive white Gaussian noise

(AWGÌ.[), it is multiplied by a noiseless positive transition pulse, and the ¡esult is

integrated over a bit interval. The ouçut of the integrator represents a point in the

vector space. The Euclidean norm is used to measute the distance of the received sig-

na-l to the three possible transmined signals. This distance decreases monotonically
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with increasing probability of a signal being transmitted, so an optimal decision can be

made for the bit interval by choosing the tansmitted signal that has the smallest

Euclidean distance from the received signal.

3.3. Maximum-Likelihood Sequence Detection

Extending optimal decoding in a single bit intewal to optimal decod.ing over

several symbol intervals is relatively straighdorward. since signals that exist at

different times are obviously orthogonal to each other, the observations over other bit

intervals can simply be considered as a subspace of a larger vecto¡ space (in the sense

that there ¿ìre more dimensions). The received signal can now be conside¡ed as a vec-

tor of length p ifp symbol intervals are to be considered. The received signal can be

plotted in the p -dimensional space and its Euclidean distance to all possible transmit-

ted signals found. The procedure is an exact analogy to that for a single symbol inter-

val, except that the received signal now has p components.

For block codes, optimal decoding consists of carrying out this procedue over the

interval of a codeword. The number of codewords is not unwieldy and the codeword

has no relationship to any of the other codewords around it. Finite state machine

codes (and, of course, convolutional codes) are not so easily dealt with. Obviously,

optimum decisions can be made concerning just a single frame (the output bits associ-

ated with a single path or fansition f¡om one state to another). But the vagaries of

random noise may cause paths in consecutive frames to be chosen so that they do not

sha¡e a common state. Each path may have been optimally chosen when considered

on its own, but the chosen path cannot be considered optimum since the path cannot

even have been taken (i.e., the decoded sequence could not even have been transmit-

ted). It is evident that any optimum receiver must be able to consider the relationship

that successive frames have.

3l
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One obvious way to do this would be to consider the enti¡e message as a single

signal. The onhonormal rep¡esentation for the entire received signal could be found

and compared to that of the transmitted signals for all possible ransmitted signals.

This would, of coune, guarantee that the entire message would be optimally decoded,

in the maximum-likelihood sense. In fact, this procedure is called maximum-

likelihood sequence detection (MLSD) since it finds the path sequence most likely to

have occurred, given the received signal. However, as outlined previously, the tech-

nique is unrealiseable since it involves an enoÍnous numbe¡ of computations. Even

for an extremely short message of 30 binary information symbols, the received signal

must be compared to over a billion possible message sequences. To be practical, a

receiver must involve far less processing, but to be optimal in the sense of MLSD, it

must always make the same decision as MLSD.

3.4. The Viterbi Algorithm

The coding process of a frnite state machine can be modelled as a rellis, as

shown previously in Chapter 2 for a convolutional code. Each distinct input (informa-

tion or message) sequence is represented as a distinct path through the trellis, and the

path that has the minimum Euclidean distance from the received signal will be one of

them. _In Figure 3.1, an arbirary time or frame interval f is shown, and an arbirary

node is lig*räghted. The node has a set of paths entering it (E) and a set of paths

leaving it (F). The complete set of paths 1 intenecting the node is found by pairing

each and every element of E with each and every element of F; that is,

I=ExF = ((e,f );eeE,feF ). The Euclidean distance of an arbitrary path lel
from the received vector R is given by

d:@,i) = f{,,-i,)2
¡=1
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Figure 3.1: Arbitrâry pan of a set of possible coding sequences.

tL
= l(r*-i,)z+ Z U,-L)z

I
¡=l x=t +l

The fust summation is simply the Euclidean distance of a path in E f¡om rhe portion

of the ¡eceived vector Ro, up to the node and the second summation is likewise for the

path in F from the ponion of R, R¿ after the node. Thus

d:@'i) = ¿?(R",e) + d:@b Í )

From the set 1 of all paths going through a panicular node, a subset can be

created of all the paths going through the node with a common path after the node.

Thus for a particular f çF, I¡,= {(e f );ee9 }. The distance of any of these paths

is giveri by 
=-

d:@ fi = ¿!1p",r) + d:ßb I t)

What is the minimum distance path in this set? Since d?(h^f ) is consrant for all

membe¡s of the set, only d!(Ro,e) has to be minimized. In order to find the portion

of the minimum distance path up to the node, that portion can be considered indepen-

dently (from the rest of the path). The distance of each element of E from Ro can be

found, and the minimum distance element ø',,6 côn be paired with /1 to find the
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minimum distance element of 1¡,.

However, /1 is an arbitrary element of F, so the argument holds tue fo¡ all sub-

sets 1¡,. That is, for all f 6eF, the minimum distance path is (e.¡,;f¿ ). All subsets

1¡, form a partition of / , so the minimum disønce path in 1 must be one of the

minimum distance paths of the partitioning set of subsets. However, all of these

minimum distance paths have a common first element, e n¡r. Thus, no matter what the

minimum distance path through this node is, it must contain the minimum distance

path up to that node. The node used to create 1 is arbitrary, so the argument holds

true for any node i¡ the relüs.

Suppose that the minimum dista¡ce paths up to all the nodes at a certain frame in

the trellis are known. How can the minimum distance path up to node ¿ in the next

frame of the trellis be found? Let node ¿ be as in Figure 3.1. It has I segments

entering it, where these i segments originate from nodes bt,bz,. .. ,å¡. Each of these

nodes has a single best path up to that node, and if the ove¡all minimum distance path

intersects that node, then it must coincide with the chosen path up to that node. How-

ever, this is also true for node ¿. If the minimum distance paths up to the nodes

b¡bz,' ' ' ,b¡ are known (as well as their respective distances from the received vec-

tor), then there are only I paths to consider when choosing the minimum distance path

at node ¿. Jhese i paths are made up of the best path up to rhe i nodes, and the seg-

ment that corurects each of these nodes to node a. The distance of each of these paths

from the received vecto¡ is simply the sum of the distance up to the segment and the

distance of thê segment from the received vecto¡. Thus the minimum distance path up

to node ¿ can be found by comparing the i paths, and choosing the best one. This

procedure can be repeated for each node in the next time frame, and the minimum dis-

tance paths up to each node in the next time frame will be known, along with their

respective distances from the received vector.
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This procedure can be repeated for each frame of the trellis in succession (staning

with the first), and for a rellis of a state diagram with s states, there will be s chosen

paths at each time frame in the rellis. At the end of the message sequence, the best of

the s paths is selected, and this will be the minimum distance path for the enti¡e mes-

sage. Often, the message will end in a known node, in which case the best path will

automatically be known once that node is reached.

This, then is Viterbi's algorithm. It can be proven by induction that it finds the

minimum distance path out of all possible paths in an arbirarily long trellis, by fot-

lowing the previous development [6,7]. It's primary advantage is that the computa-

tional load grows linearly with rellis length, since, at each and every time frame, a

fixed number of computations are performed. Initially, it wouid appear that the best

path cannot be chosen until the end of the message (although it will be known

immediately after the end of the message as opposed to several billion computations

later), however this is not necessarily true. At reasonable signal to noise ratios, the

best paths of each node tend to merge into a single path several frames before the

latest decision. For convolutional codes, they are almost guaranteed to merge at 4 to 5

times v frames previous to the latest decisions, where v is the constraint length of the

code. When all the paths merge, no matte¡ what the final decision on the besr path,

that path will coincide with any node path up to the point of the merge. previous

work [7] has shown that storing the path history (called the su¡vivor sequence) for this

length of time degrades performance by only O.ldB. Even if the survivo¡ sequences

have not merged by this point, a decision is made based on the suwivor sequence with

the lowest Euclidean distance at that point. ln most cases, the slight decrease in per-

formance is more than offset by the ability to produce a decoded sequence in a steady,

continuous fashion.
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Chapter 4

Four Codes

In this chapter, four popular RLL codes a¡e described and modelled as frnite state

machines. The fou¡ codes are modified frequency modulation (MFM), two codes used

by IBM with pæameters (2,7,1,2) and (l,7,2,3), and a code used by Santa Clara Sys-

tems with parameters (1,7,2,3). The labels MFM (1,3,1,2), IBM (2,7,1,2), IBM

(1,7,2,3), and ISS (1,7 ,2,3) will denote each of the four codes, respectively. The lauer

th¡ee codes are widely used in high capacity disk drives, while MFM is almost univer-

sal in smalle¡ d¡ives. These codes a¡e chosen for analysis because they represent most

of the actual implementations of RLL codes, and because of the availability of detailed

information about the coding process. For the same r€asons, these codes are almost

always chosen as examples in publications that discuss RLL codes.

4.1. Markov Chains

In order to use Viterbi's algorithm, the coding p¡ocess must be represented as a

state or rellis diagram. The mechanics of Viterbi's algorithm also lead to a better

understanding of the er¡or process. This allows the state diagram to be used as a tool

in the analysis of the error rates of the codes, which is developed in the next chapter.

However, this er¡or analysis (although theoretically applicable to any state diagram)

provides useful results for only certain classes of state diagrams.

A Ma¡kov chain is a countâble state space whe¡e the probability of entering a

given state depends only on the probabilities of being in each state in the immediately

preceding time interval. A coding process that can be represented by a finite-state

machine (that is, a finite state or trellis diag¡am) is a Markov chain, If the propeny of
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time-invariance is added to the coding process and to the probability diseibution of the

input sequence, then the process becomes a stationary Ma¡kov chain. In this case, the

probability of a transition between any two given states, í and j, in one time interval

is a constant and is simply denoted by p¡. Given a state space with ¡¿ elements, there

are obviously rn2 transition probabilities, and they can be conveniently denoted by a

transition probability matrix (or simply transirion matrix) I.
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The error analysis in Chapter 5 depends on the probability that rhe process lies in

a specific state at a given time (the state probabilities). Denoting the state probabilities

at time ¿ by the column vecror fI, = [P¿ (1) P^(2) ' . . Pn(m)]r , the stare probabili-

ties at time ¿ +1 can be found by premultiplying the state probabiliry vector by the

ransition matrix T.

flr*1 = IfIn

In order for the er¡or analysis to be viable, the state probabilities must converge to a

constant-veçþr of steady-state state probabilities, fI, as the time approaches infinity

(n -+".¡. Since this is not guaranteed to occur for a Ma¡kov chain, the conditions

under which it does occu¡ must be found. It can be shown (a brief proof can be found

in Appendix B, and more detailed proofs in t18, 191) that fI exists for i¡reducible

aperiodic stationary finite Markov chains. A Ma¡kov chain is i¡reducible if it does not

have any set of states in which the process can get "stuck"; that is, to enter said set of

states neve¡ to leave again. Every state in a Ma¡kov chain has a probability of the

process leaving that state and retuming in a specific number of time intervals. If this
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probabiliry is zero in a periodic fashion with respect to the time intervals, then the

Ma¡kov chain is periodic. An aperiodic Ma¡kov chain is one in which no state is

periodic.

This topic is already well-studied, so two theorems useful in classifying smtionary

finite Markov chains will be presented, along with a consequence of the theorems.

The ¡eader is again referred to Appendix B or [18, 19] for a more detailed treatment.

Theorem 4.1

If I is the ransition matrix fo¡ a finite Ma¡kov chain, then the multiplicity of the

eigenvalue 1 is equal to the number of ir¡educible closed subsets of the chain.

Theorem 4.2

If ? is the transition matrix for an irreducible Ma¡kov chain with period d, then

the dth ¡oots of unity are eigenvalues of r

These two theorems allow a stationary finite Ma¡kov chain to be classified as

irreducible and aperiodic by showing that only one eigenvalue has a magnirude of one.

Once a time-invariant finite-state machine code has been appropriately classified by

Theorems 4.1 and,4.2, the steady-state state probabilities can be found by solving

fl=1II

under the additional constraint ttat if 1s¡ = ]. These probabilities form an integral
s=l

part of the enor analysis ptesented in Chapter 5.
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4.2, Modified Frequency Modulation

This early code was developed when rhe problems previously mentioned with

magnetic storage became evident, but the concept of RLL codes was not. Its perfor-

ma¡ce does not quite come up to the standards of the other codes, since it actually

provides no increase in data density over NRZI tl4, 15]. However, there are a max-

imum of three bit intervals between transitions, and this alone represents a significant

improvement over NRã. It is also exEemely simple to implement (almost as simple

as NRZI) and this factor has ensu¡ed irs popularity in smaller capacity d.isk drives

today.

The coding process itself is described in Table 4.1. The table requires that the

previous ouçut bit be known and this suggests that a state diagram representation

ought to have two states corresponding to the two possibilities for the previous output

bit. The state thar each path enters is determined by the last bit of the ouçut

corresponding to that path. The stare diagram is shown in Figure 4.1(a). A rellis

diagram follows natuaily from the state diagram and is shown in Figure 4.1(b).

Table 4.1. MFM (1,3,1,3) coding table.

Data Codeword

0 x0

01

' X denotes the complement of the previous output bit

In order to include the effects of the channel, the channel itself must be modelled

appropriately. The channel was described in Chapter 2, but here, a state diagram

representation is desirable. The channel has two ¡estrictions on its temary outpuu that

any two positive pulses be separated by a negative pulse, and that any two negative

pulses be separated by a positive pulse. This can be modelled with two states. one
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Output *___.--_

lnput

I ---

State

b)

Figure 4.1: a) MFM srate diagram. b) MFM trellis.

state (a) signifies that the last pulse to occur was positive and that the next one musr

be negative, while the other state (å) signiñes the reverse situation. If a path leaving

one of the states outputs a pulse (of the appropriate rype, of course), then that path will

enter the other state. If the path oulputs no pulse (a "0"), then the state remains

unchanged. The stare diagram is shown in Figure 4.2, with the output symbol "2"

representing a negative pulse.

To combine the state diagrams of the code a¡d the channel, each state in the code

state.diagram is replaced by the two states of the channel state diagram. The paths
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lnput

0
1

. Figure 4.2: State diagram for a magnetic channel.

leaving the original code state are connected to state a of the channel state diagram.

If any path contains more than one output symbol "1", then the second and succeeding

alternate replaced with the output symbol "2". These paths are replicated for

state å, with any output symbol "1"'s being changed to "2"'s, and "2','s changed to

"1"'s. The terminus of the paths are one of the channel states that now make up the

path's previous code terminus. The actual state is determined by the finai transition to

occur on that path.

This process can also be visualized as replacing each state in the state diagram of

the chahnel with the complete state diagram (paths included) of the code. The replace-

ment for state ¿ has any second and succeeding aitemate ouçut "1" symbols replaced

with the symbol "2". The replacement for state å has the symbols "1" and "2,,

reversed. In the replacement for a, a connection is preserved if the final transition on

thât path is positive (i.e., the final non-zero symbol is a "1"), or if that path contains

no transitions (all output symbols are "0"). If the flnal uansition is a negative pulse

(the final non-zero ouçut symbol is a "2"), then the path is changed so rhat the ter-

minus is now the equivalent state in the replacement for å. In the replacement for å,
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the opposite is true. A connection is preserved if the final transition on that path is

negative (i.e., the final non-zero symbol is a "2"), or if that path contains no transitions

(all output symbols a¡e "0"). If the final uansition is a positive pulse (the final non-

zero output symbol is a "1"), then the path is changed so that the terminus is now the

equivalent state in the replacement for a. The completed process for MFM is

displayed in Figure 4.3.

lnput

0-
1 ----

Figure 4.3: State diagram for MFM in a magnetic channel.

The first step in calculating the steady-stare state probabilities is to find the transi-

tion matrix, which can be obtained directly from the state diagram. Note that, assum-

ing equiprobable input symbols (as always will be the case), all the paths leaving a

that probability is --1- = 1 for Uflvf. Since both thestâte are equiprobable, and 
2n z

binary and temary case will be analysed, both transition matrices a¡e calculated and

denoted by TupuB and T yp¡4¡ , respectiveiy.
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I MFMT _

For T¡lpyp the eigenvalues are found to be 1 and 0, and it follows f¡om rheorems

4.1 and 4.2 that the state diagram is a finite ireducible aperiodic Markov chain. Like-

wise, the same conclusion can be made for T¡4pyy,

From the Eansition matrix, the steady-state state probabilities a¡e found using the

procedure described in section 4.1. carrying out this procedure, it is found that the

søte probabilities for MFM are all I without the channel, and f with the channel.

4.3. IBM (2,7,12)

This code was developed by Franaszek in 1972, and implemented by IBM for its

larger 3370 and 3380 disk d¡ives. The code allows the capacities of the drives to be

inc¡eased by 67vo, and the rate is very close to the theorerical limit for codes with a

(2,7) consraint [16].

The rate of I is acrua.lly nominal, as the data is actually broken up into blocks of

2,3 or 
-4 

bits. These are mapped to a set of codewords according to Table 4.2, that

a¡e 4, 6,=or-8 bits long. This variable rate, as it will be termed, results in the code-

word bits beiñg output unevenly and they must be buffered before being written onto

the disk surface. Buffering applies during decoding also. While this may be accept-

able for IBM's implementation, it is inappropriate for a state diagram representation of

the coding process. Such a model musr have a single fixed rate for all the paths.

This feanre requires that the oulput be delayed relative ro rhe original coding

process. It is desirable to fix the lltte at + (as opposed to f, etc) in order ro reduce
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Table 4.2: ßM (2,7,1,2) Coding Table.

Information Block Codeword

r0 0100

11 1000

000 000100

010 100100

011 001000

0010 00100100

0011 00001000

the complexity of the state diagram. with only one input bit at each frame, each state

will have just two paths leaving it This implies that rhe ourput sequence shoutd be

delayed by some multiple of 2 birs. Note that redeflning the coding process as rate j
with no delay is not possible as seen by a quick inspection of Table 4.2.

As an initial atrempr, consider a state diagram that delays the output by 2 bits. In

this situation, the fi¡st bit of an information block would output the last two bits of the

previous codeword, the second bit of the information block would output the fust two

bits of the codeword, and so forth. Inspection of the coding table reveals that all the

codewords end with "00". Define a state that is entered afte¡ the last bit of an infor-

mation-b_lock (which may be the second, third, or founh bit of that block), so thar the

input for any- path leaving the state is rhe fi¡st bit of an information block. with no

delay, the ouçut of each path entering this state would be ',00", however with the

delay of one hame (rwo ouçut bits), every path (there are two) leaving the state will

ouçut "00". Since the rest of the state diagram is unknown at this point, a new state

will be defined at the rerminus of each of the nro paths leaving the fi¡st state. This is

shown in Figure 4.4. Each of these two states will also have t*o paths exitting them

(to destinations un-known) and the inputs associated with each path correspond to the
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second bit of an information block (so actually the destinations of two of the paths are

known; they enter the "end" state...but this is not relevant at this poi¡t). The outputs

associated with each path are the first two bits of the appropriate codewo¡d. Thus, the

fust frame (two bits) of each codewo¡d must be completely specified by the first two

input bits of an information block. An inspection of the coding table ¡eveals that the

data block "010" maps onto the codeword "100100', while "Oll', maps onto "001000",

leading to ambiguity. Knowing only that the first two input bits a¡e "01", it cannot be

determined whether the output should be "10" or ,,00". Obviously, a delay of one

frame is insufficient.

- Figure 4.4: Delay of one frame for IBM (2,7,1,2).

Logically, the next step would b€ to attempt a delay of two frames. Funher

inspection of the code shows that all codewo¡ds end in "0100,, or "1000',, and they

correspond to-information blocks that end in "0" and "1" respectively. Two states, 4

and å, can be defined, so that one o¡ the other is entered after the tast bit of an infor-

mation block. If the last bit is "0" then state a is entered, otherwise, state å is

ente¡ed. Each state has ¡ o paths leaving it, and for now they all terminate in distinct

states, c, d, e,f as shown if Figure 4.5. All of the paths (of rwo segments in length)
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leaving state a output "0100" over the two segments, whiie the paths leaving state å

output "1000". Since the last output frame is the same for atl the parhs, srare c is

actually equivalent to state e, and d is equivalent to /. These states can be merged,

leaving only two states c, and d. The inputs to these paths a¡e the first two bits of an

information block. For the input sequence "10" and "11", the second bit also

represents the last bit, so these two paths enter sÞte a and b respectively after the

second input bit. The resulting state diagram is shown in Figure 4.6.

data blocks

ending with 0

dala blocks
snding wilh 1

Figure 4.5: Delay of two frames for IBM (2,7 ,l,2).

The other paths will enter two new states, g and h. The next input bit represents

the third bit of an information block, and the firsr two bits of the codeword must be

ouÞut at this time. A check of the coding table reveais no ambiguities, thus the state

diagram can be continued. In th¡ee of the four cases, the third input bit is also the last

bit of the information block. These cases correspond to the inpur sequences "000",

"010", and "011". The paths are sent to the appropriate ending state according to the
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data blocks
end¡ng wilh 0

data b¡ocks
€nding with 1

Figure 4.6: Extended state diagram (two-frame delay) for ßM (2,7,1,2).

last fou¡ bits of the output; that is, the fust two sequences enter state ¿, while the last

sequence enters å .

The exception is the input sequence "001". This is di¡ected towards a new state

i . The paths leaving it represent the fourth and last bit of the ¡emaining two informa-

tion blocks, thus there are no more ambiguities (it was determined ea¡Iier that the last

bit of an information block is f¡ee from ambiguity). The sequence "0010" is directed

to state g, vhile "0011" enten å. This completes the state diagram, and the final

form is shown in Figure 4.7.

It is significant to note that the coding process has now been represented by a

flxed rate finiie state machine (or trellis) code with only seven states. It does have a

delay of two frames at the output, but rather than worrying about synchronization with

the originai code, it can be reated as a separate code with no delay. However, other

than the delay, it is entirely equivalent to the original code. Extensive computer simu-

lations verified this model of the coding process. A single stage of the trellis
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\ oulput

fnput
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Figure 4.7: State diagram for IBM (2,7,1,2).

representadon of the code is shown in Figure 4.8. The state diagram is combined with

that of the channel as outlined in the previous section, and the result is shown in Fig-

u¡e 4.9.

The next step is to create the transition matrices Tßuzta, ønd T¡6y277 for the

binary (without the channel) and ternary (with the channel) versions, respectively, of

the stat€ diagrams. They are derived directly from the state diagrams, noting that each

path leaving a given state represents a single input bit and thus has a probability of ]
of occurring (assuming, as usual, that the input symbols are equiprobable). The state

diagrams are relabeled with numerical symbols so that they can conespond to ¡ows

and columns in the ransition matrix. The ransition matrices conesponding to the

labels in Figures 4.7 and 4.9 æe
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Tnuztr =

' IBM2'I B -

000
000
000
000
0lr22

+0+
0å0
;oo
0å0
å00
000
000
011

+00

00å000;
00;000i
;å00000
i;00000
å00;000
iå00000
0000+i0

000+000å000
00;00000å00
000å000;000
00+00000å00
00000000000
00000000000
+0000000000
+0000000000
0000å000000
+0000000000
00000å+0000
000000000å+
00000000000
0 å 0 0.0 0 0 0 0 0 0

A check of the eigenvalues for the two matrices confrrms that the two state

diagrams represent finite i¡reducible aperiodic Ma¡kov chains. The long-term state

probabilities can be calculated and are presented in Table 4.3.
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Output State

lnput

1 -----

Figure 4.8: Trellis for IBMr (2,7,t,2).

4.4. IBM (1,7,23)

Engineered and patented by Franaszek, this code increases data density by 50Vo;

nor as much as the (2,7,1,2) code, but it does have relaxed timing constraints. Like its

(2,7,1,2) brethren, it is a variable rate code and therefore, it must be dealt with in a

mannel similar to the previous code.

The nóminal rate of this code is f, with the actual information block being two

or four bits long. The coding process is described in Table 4.4. some of the code-

words have an "X" (complement of the preceding codeword bit) as the fust symbol

requiring that the last bit of the previous codeword be known. This complicates the

state diagram slightly.

To simplify the stare diagram, the rate will be fixed at f-. Wittr two input bits per

time.step, each state has four paths leaving it. An inspection of the coding table

50
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Figure 4.9: State diagram fo¡ IBM (2,7,l,Z) with channel.

shows that ¡be fint two input bits a¡e not sufficient to specify the fi¡st three output

bits. This means that the ouçur needs ro be delayed by some multiple of three bits.

The natu¡al sta¡ting point is a single frame delay (corresponding to three output

bits). In the same manner as for ¡he (2,7,L,2) code, a state is deñned for each possible

sequence in the last frame of a codeword. The situadon is somewhat more complex

than before, as five states a to e have to be created fo¡ each of the ouçuts "000',,

"001", "010", "100", and "101" (keeping in mind rhar "X" can represent a,'0,'o¡ a

I
\l
'(

I
I
l/
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Table 4.3: State probabilities for IBM (2,7,L,2).

Without channel

State P (state)

I
2
5

4

5

6

7

.214286

.r66667

.190476

.o476t9

.095238

.095238

.190476

.t07t43

.107t43

.083333

.083333

.023809

.09s238

.095238

.023809

.0476t9

.047619

.095238

.09s238

.047619

.047619

Table 4.4. IB}.{ (1,7,2,3) coding table.

Information Block Codeword

01 x00

10 010

11 x01

000r x0000r

0010 x00000

0011 010001

0000 010000

"1"). In fact, every tkee bit sequence that satisfies d=l is rep¡esented. These states

a¡e entered after the last two bits of an infomlation block. The ouçut normally asso-

ciated with these two information bits are produced by any path leaving the state,

representing a one f¡ame delay. Note that for the information blocks "01" and "11",
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the¡e a¡e rwo distinct paths entering two different states. This is to allow for the fact

that the fust bit of the codewo¡d (the entire codeword being only one frame tong) is

specified as "X", thus the codeword may be one of wo sequences depending on the

last bit of the previous codewo¡d.

The inputs to these paths are the fust two bits of an information block, but the

coding table indicates that three of the information blocks are only two bits in length.

The segments with these inputs ("01", "10", and "11") are directed back to one of the

five existing states according to their codeword ("X00", "010", and ,,X01,' respec-

tively), so that the co¡rect codewo¡d is generated in the next frame. This is displayed

in Figure 4.10.

lnput

0l -----
10 ----*-.
11 .........

Figure 4.10: Delay of one frame for IBM (1,7 ,2,3).

Now there is only one path out of each state to account for, the input being "00"

in each case. These five segments temporarily now terminate in five new states, / to

j. Again, each of the five states has four exitting paths. The input is the second
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frame of the info¡mation block, while the output is the fi¡st frame of the codewo¡d.

checking the coding table reveals that the output can be specified down ro the symbol

"X" in the ûrst bit of two of the codewords. The output of this symbol requires

knowledge of the last bit of the previous codewo¡d. However, the state from which

the segments exits provides that information, as there is only one path into that state.

So the ouçut can be completely specified as shown in Figure 4.11.
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Figure 4.11: Extended state diagram for IBM (1,7,2,3).

The ffit to these paths is also the last frame of an information block, so thei¡

destinations a¡e one of the five states, d to ¿, as previously explained. The state

diagram is now complete. Is it ¡ninimai? Nore rhat the three states / , g , and h have

identical exitting paths (that is, they have the same inpuy'output combinations, and they

go to the same states. The same is true for the two states I and I . The fi¡st th¡ee

states can be combined into state å, while the last two become state /. Now all states

are truly distinct as shown in Figure 4.12. Finally, the channel properties are added to

r..__--.j
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Figare 4.12: State diagram for IBM (1,7,2,3).

the coding process and the result shown in Figure 4.13.

Once again, the transition matrices are obtained from the state diagrams, with the

states relabeled as numbers to correspond to rows and columns of the matrix.

Ttpu na =

0åå0000
oåiå00+
+0ooå++
0åå0000
oå+åooå
å000++å
+000+++
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.f_
T IBM I7T _

0+000000000å00
00*+000+0000*0
i0000+0+0+0000
0+000000000åà0
0i0000å000++00
0000å0å0+0000+
å0000+0+0+0000
0000å0å0å0000+
+0000å0+0å0000
00å+000+0000i0
0+;000000000+0
0000*0+0+0000+
0+0000;000;i00
00å000000000+0

The eigenvalues reveal that the processes a¡e ireducible aperiodic Ma¡kov chains.

The long+erm state probabilities are shown in Table 4.5.

4.5. ISS (t;7,23)

In terms of data density, this code is identical to the IBM (1,7,2,3) code, but its

implem,entation is somewhat different. This code was invented by Jacoby, Cohn and

Bates in-19f2, but the work was published by Jacoby and Kost [20] in 1984. The

code has been implemented in the ISS 8470 disk drives.

The code actually resembles a simple (albeit non-linear) block code of rate I as

described by Table 4.6. In this fonn, however, there are four cases where the d-

constraint would be violated over two frames. When these four cases occur, the cod-

ing process ¡efers to a secondary special-case table shown in Table 4.6. Obviously, in

orde¡ to detect these exceptions, the encoder must have information on the next
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lnput

01 ---.
10 ------.
11 .......

Figure 4.13: State diagram for IBM (1,7 ,2,3) with channel.
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Table 4.5: State probabilities for IBM (1,7,2,3),

1

7

J

4

5

6
7

.t25

.r75

.17 5

.075

.t25

.t25

.200

(future) frame of data. Jacoby and Kost temred this requirement "full-word look-

ahead". The special-case table modifies the ouçut of the present and the succeeding

frame.

Since the rate is already fixed with co-prime integers, this aspect does not have to

be changed for the state diagram representation. However, the full-word look-ahead

means ihat th€ output should be delayed by a frame or more. (Actually, this is already

the case in the original implementation; it has just been relabelled full-wo¡d look-

ahead).

The simpiest case is just a single frame delay, and this can be the starring point.

The basic encoding table is represented fust, and is a simple four-state state diagram as

shown in Figure 4.14. The input associated with a segment determines the destination

of that segment, and all segments exitting a state will have an output associated with

1

2

J

4
5

6
7

8

9

10

11

12

13

t4

.0625

.0875

.0875

.0375

.0625

.0625

.1000

.1000

.0625

.062s

.0375

.0875

.0875

.0625
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Table 4.6: ISS (1,7,2,3) coding table.

Basic Coding Table

Information Block Codeword

00 101

01 100

10 001

11 010

Special Coding Table

Information Block Codeword

kesent Next Present Next

00 00 r01 000

00 0l 100 000

10 00 001 000

t0 01 010 000

that state. For instance, any segment for the input ',00', goes to stâte d, and any seg_

ment leaving state d outputs 101, which is the codeword for the information block

"00". This oulput now has the appropriate delay of one frame.

The next step is to incorporate the special-case encoding table into the state

diagram. - since the output is delayed by one frame, the present information block

becomes the previous informadon block, while the next becomes the present. The pre-

vious information block is represented by the state that the process is in. As in the

previous exarnple, if the process is in state ø, then the previous input is known to be

"00". Now, a necessary condition for invoking the special-case encoding table is that

the previous input be "00" or "10". This means that only paths leaving srates a a¡d c

need be conside¡ed. In addition, rhe present input must be "00" or "01',, so only two

segments out of these states are changed.
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Figure 4.14: Delay of one frame for ISS (1,7,2,3).

Figure 4.15: Extended state diagram for ISS (1,?,2,3).

When one of these four special cases is encountered, the present and the next out-

put bit must be changed. To incorporate this, a new state is created for each of the

four segments to enter as shown in Figure 4.15. The outputs associated with these

segments are changed to match the p¡esent codeword. Each of the ne\p states, ¿ to å,

has four exitting segments all ouçutting "000" and entering the state appropriate for
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the inpur The coding process has now been completely specified. However, rhe

states ¿ to å are actually equivalent, since they all have identical exitting segments

that go to identical states. Thus, they can all be combined into one state i as shown in

Figure 4.16.

The final step is to incorporate the channel into the model as described in section

4.2. The resulting state diagram is shown in Figure 4.17.

Figures 4.17 and 4.18 also show the states relabelled as integers. using these as

column and row indices, the transition matrices r¡55¡ and z¡557 can be created for the

models without and with the channel respectively.

r lssa -

0 0 _L I !l4 4 2l

++i+01
00!1!l4421

å+++01
I

+ + + å 0.1

¡ 1S.Ír -

000
000
+00
0+å
000
000
+00
01!44

0++
å00

00*0å+*
o+0+0i+
+0+0+00
0+0+000
00i0++0
oå0+00+
+0+0+00
0å0+000
o+0å000
å0å0+00
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/ñ\ r*À
\ roo I \oûp9

,/,l¡l.'".,. \-
(--r-:-:t, -).',-

'l-¡

.10
l-c

01

lnÞul

00-
01 ----
10 -----
't 1 .... ...\otó/

ii

*except as noted on path

Figure 4.16: State diagram for ISS (1,7,2,3),

Figure 4.17: State diagram for ISS (1,7,2,3) with channel.
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once again' the eigenvalues confinn that the processes a¡e i¡reducible aperiodic

Ma¡kov chains. Thus the long+erm state probabilities can be calculated and they are

shown in Table 4.7.

Table 4.7: State probabilities for ISS (1,7,2,3).

Without channel

State P (state)

I
2

J

4

-l

.15

.15

.25

.25

.20

With channel

State P (state)

1

)
J
4
5

6

7

8

9

10

.075

.075

.075

.075

.125

.t25

.t25

.125

.100

.100



Chapter 5

Modelling the Behaviour

The desired goal is an analytic method for reliably predicting rhe er¡or rate of a

code fo¡ various signal to noise ¡atios. The wo¡k in the previous chapter provides

information on each coding process in a rellis form. Now this information must be

transformed into an expression that models the efror performance of the codes. In

convolutional codes, there exist techniques that provide exact polynornial expressions

fo¡ the enor performance of these codes from a state diagram model of the coding pro-

cess [7,21]. However these techniques depend heavily on the linearity of the code,

and therefore, are inappropriate for RLL codes. These techniques, however, do sug-

gest similar avenues that may be applicable to RLL codes.

5.1. Error Events Defined

In order to model error rates, the mechanics of an error must be known. That

viterbi's algorithm finds the minimum distance path is already known, but analysing

the behaviour from the standpoint of entire data sequences is fa¡ too complex. A

smalle¡ more manageable event is needed. consider the (arbitrary) recorded sequence

in Figure 5.1. For any reasonable (and most unreasonable) signal to noise ratios, the

decoded path will match the recorded sequence for signifrcant ponions of this path.

There will be portions, isolated from each other, where the decoded path diverges from

and subsequently merges to the recorded path, as illustrated by the dashed line in the

figure.. Each one of these occurrences is te¡med an ',error event,,.

consider one of these events in isolation. up to the point at which they diverge,

both paths will have the same Euclidean distance from the ¡eceived signal. Thus, the
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error event i

.¿^ r - i - ..

//';îff 
''*

t.., 
.---.-"",r,,

\,,\

eftor event k

Figure 5.1: Error events on an arbirary path.

past history does not affect the error event. Over the unmerged sections of the paths,

the distances for the two paths will stan to differ. For the error event path to be

chosen over the recorded path, the eÍror event path must obviously have a smaller

Euclidean distance to the received signal over the unmerged segments than the

reco¡ded path. If this occun, then Viterbi's algorithm (and thus MLSD) will select the

error event path over the recorded path at the point at which the two paths merge. If

the recorded path has a smalier distance to the received signal over the unmerged seg-

ment, then this path will be chosen, and the particular error event cannot occur. So a

necessary condition for the error event j to occur is that the noise must be of such a

nature as to-bring the received signal closer to path j than to the recorded path i over

the duration of path j. The probability of this occurring depends on the probability

density function of the noise, the metric used, and the distance between paths j and l.
This probability is denoted Pd(j li).

Although a necessary condition has been determined for error event j to occur, it

is not a sufficient condition. This can be illusrated by considering yet another error

event ¿ as shown in Figure 5.1. This error event diverges from the recorded path

before error event I and merges with the recorded path after j. It is quite possible for
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the received signal to be closer to path I than the recorded path i over the duration of

j, and for it to be closer to path k than i over the duration of *. The fi¡st situation

will cause path j to be selected at state,!; at time tj over path i over the duration of

l, as previously mentioned. However, the second situation will similarly cause path &

to be selected over path ¡¡ (that is, path i except where it has been superseded by

path j) at søte,l¿ at time r¿. Thus, despite the fact that the conditions necessary fo¡

error event j to occur are present, erTor event j does not occur, due to erfor event ¿.

5.2, In Se¿rch of Performance

The goal of this chapter is to find a method of creating an expression to model

the performance of these codes. Convolutional codes have Hamming distance proper-

ties that can be described as polynomials. This corresponds to a precise description of

the distance properties from the all-zero path and allows a tight upper bound fo¡ the

enor probabilities from this path to be found. The linear property of the codes then

allows the model to be generalised to all paths [7,21].

Such is not the case for RLL codes. First, the absence of an all-zero path implies

that analysis of the weight structüe does not provide any useful infomlation. Second,

the nonlinea¡ nature of the code means that all paths have to be individually analysed.

In gene-ral, these problems result in an intracøble situation, since extensive computa-

tions wouldfe required for each code for each signal- to-noise ratio (SNR). However,

insight into the problem allows approximations to be made that result in an expression

that is easily evaluated for various SNR's. Extensive calculations are still required, but

far fewer than before and most significantly, only once for a particular code. The

resulting upper bound on an estimate of the error performance is accurate at any rea-

sonable SNR and is asymptoticaily tight.
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5.3. Bit Error Probability Bounds

Though RLL codes are nonlinea¡ and the upper bounds on BER or probability of

bit error (P¿, ) derived for convolurional codes are not dkectly applicable, it is possible

to obtain ân upper bound on an estimate of the probability of bit enor (denoted pi,)

by a method that pa¡allels the analysis for convolutional codes [7,2i].

In o¡de¡ to model the BER, the expected number of information bit erro¡s must

be found, i.e.,

E {nu} (s.1)

P6. can then be obmined by simply dividing (5.1) by the number of informarion bits

per time step (ln ).

^ Elnt"lru=-m- $.2)

considering (5.1), note that the expected number of bit er¡ors can be found by averag-

ing the expected number of bit errors given a state, Eln6"ls ), over all the states.

Eln6"l = lE(n6"/slP(s)
s€S

(5.3)

where ,f is the set of all states and P(s) denotes the probability of being in state s.

These state probabilities were found for all of the codes in Chapter 4.

Now c\ûnside¡ Eln6"ls ). The number of bit enors for a given state depends on

which path is taken out of that state, since each path may have its own unique distance

distribution to_other paths. Thus the bit errors must b€ averaged over the paths to find

E {n5.ls l.

E[n6"ts ] = XP(s) lP(i)E(n6"tí]
seS ieP,

(5.4)

where P" is the set of paths that originate from srare s, and P(i) is the probability of

taking path i.
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An enor event occurs when path je Ps, j+i is chosen instead of path i, and that

event creates a number of bit enors conesponding to the number of information bit

positions in which i and I disagree (the Hamming distance of the information bits

between paths I and l). This event can happen only when paths j and j merge into

the same state, and in the case of fi¡st enor events, when I and j merge for first time.

Thus

E {n6"ti J = ç,1 P¿Ç ti)d¡(i ,j) (5.5)
j eQt

where P¿Q lí) is the probability that path I is chosen when path I is ransmitted, e¡ is

the set of paths that diverge from parh i at state s and subsequently merge, and d; (l ,l )

is the Hamming distance of the information bits between i and j. Note that for an

exact equality, the union of these events must be considered si¡ce it is possible for

some other path & (diverging from path j before path j and merging after path j) to

be chosen thus causing this error event to supersede the error event associated with

path j. However, an upper bound for this expression can be found by considering the

error events to be disjoint.

68

E{n6"til < > PdUti)di|,j)
j eQ¡

Substituting into (5.4).

E{nø") < Xr(s) XP(,) > pd(jti)dí(i,j) (s.7)
seS ieP, jeQ,

P" can be divided into smaller sets Ps¡ that consist of all the paths out of state s of

length / frames (or segments). Similarly, Q¡ can be broken down into sers e¡¡. Equa-

rion (5.7) then becomes

(s.6)

E{n6"} 3Ir(s)I > P(i) > PdUti)dì(i,j)
s€S l=líept iee¡t

(s.8)
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Assuming equiprobable information bit se4uences, P(i) is constant for all ie p"¡ and

P(') = --l=.(2^)'

69

E(n6"] 3 \P(s)\z-il | > PdUli)diç,j)
seS /=1 íeP,¡ jee¡

For additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN),

(s.9)

(5.10)

where

oØ=ÈJup<-ït¿'

that is, one-half of the complementary error function. SNR is the signal to noise ¡atio

and d"(i,j) is the distance between the codewords represented by paths j and l.
Therefore,

l¿-r¡.ir 
-lE{n6"J t lP(s)12-ñ > > O l-:j-j1{sryR ldr(i ,;) (5.11)

seS l=l íep,¡ iee¡ | ¿ )

The argument of the Q function can take on a set of discrete values and for low

values of d"(i,i) (say <5) the difference between two adjacent values represents a

significãnt portion of the value itself. Also, for arguments x>3, e(x) is a rapidly

decreasing function. Thus for mosr useful SNR's ( > 6dB) and d"(i,j) pattems (i.e.,

d",*,(i,j) < 5), the conn'ibution to bit errors by paths that are far apaÍ (i.e., have large

d"(i,i)) is nelligible. In fact, any pair of paths, i and 7 for which

d"(i i) > d^¡,= g\nd"(i,j)
1 t,l

makes only a very small contribution to Elnp ). Therefore the number of bit errors

can be approximated by considering only those paths that are d,nh away. After this

p¿e/i)=t[ryt*)



(5.12)

where Q¡rnjt, is now a subset of Q¡ that includes only the paths dn,'¡, away from path

i. This removes the error funcdon from the summations leaving only the terms in the

brackets which a¡e amenable to computer evaluation. pl", an upper bound on an

approximation to the probability of bit enor now becomes

Modelling the Behaviour

approximation, the expression inside the error function becomes a constant.

I ¿-,- 
-lE* {rt"l < lP (s)12-d > > O | :*g{sNR l¿ f¡,/lseS l=t iep,¡ieen | ¿ )

=olþvr*li>.t,rir' > x ari,7¡l
| ¿ j [seS t=t iep,¡ j ee¡¿,¡, )

pL = E* ínø"l = o [+./ñF][*""; .,å ,-^ 
,à,, ,,7¡,,, 

,,,)

(, I
=. a [TrsNRJ ,r.to

where c is a constant.

5.4. The Performance of the Codes

The error performance of each code can now be characterized by two parameters,

d-¡', and c. Ìhese parameters can be found by a search of the trellis representing the

code. The number of paths to sea¡ch for each code is still quite large (in the

thousands), so a manual analysis of each code is out of the question. Instead, a com-

puter p¡ogram is written to find d.¡.' and c for each code. The state diagram for each

code is represented as a path list. In this form, a list is c¡eated of all the segments in

the state diagram, with each segment represented by two states (source and destination)
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and an input and output. This form is easily digested by a computer program. The

program was written using the C language primarily for its speed and ability to handle

Boolea¡ operations. A complete progtam listing is given in Appendix C.

The results of the analysis a¡e summarized in Table 5,1. The analysis consumed

between 5 minutes a¡d 45 minutes of CPU time on an Amdhal 5870 mainframe com-

puter for each of the codes. The MFM code without the channel took the least amount

time, while the most complex was the IBM (1,7,2,3) code with the channel. The table

shows that all of the codes have a d,,,¡. of 1 without the channel and this increases to

2 with the channel. As a comparison, the best convolutional code that can be

represented by four states (i.e., with a constraint length of 3), has a d,n¡, of 5. Obvi-

ously, these RLL codes do not perform as well as enor correcting codes, but that was

not the objective when these panicular codes were designed. The results are plotted as

probability of error versus signal to noise ratio curves in Figures 5.2 to 5.5,

Table 5.1: Results of computer analysis

Code c d

MFM without channel 0.25 1

MFM with channel 0.75 t
IBM (2,7,1,2) without channel 0.3810 I

IBM (2,7,1,2) with channel 1.8512 2

IBM (1,7,2,3) without channel 1.2375 I
IBM (1,7,2,3) with channel 2.6422 2

ISS (1,7,2,3) without channel 0.925

ISS (1,7,2,3) with channel 2.4469 1
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345678910f12 139f5 16 f/
S¡gnal lo Noisê Ratio (dB)

Figure 5.2: MFM (1,3,1,2).

345ô7a910l112Ïlr4 15 16?
Signal lo No¡sê Ralio (dB)

Figure 5.4: IBM (1,7,2,3).
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5.5. Simulation

In order to verify these results, a computer simulation of the encoding process,

the channel, a¡d a vite¡bi decoder was performed. A computer simulation rather than

actual hardwa¡e testing was chosen for trro reasons. The first is that the equipment to

carry out and measure the ha¡dwa¡e testing was unavailable. The second reason is that

computer simulations allows just the effects of AWGN to be included. With a

ha¡dwa¡e test, many other effects that contribute to the enor rate would be included

(and that contribution, unknown) so rhat the validity of this model would still be in

question. This is not to trivialize any other potential sources of error (they are cer-

tainly important in an implemented disk drive), but a complete model of enor perfor-

marice is well beyond the scope of this work. ln some cases, models of er¡o¡

behaviou¡ are so speciûc to the particular ha¡dwa¡e that they have no place in any gen-

eral work.

This program was written in the C language for the same ¡easons as the analysis

program (speed and Boolean operators). It consists of th¡ee major parts. The fust por-

tion generates a pseudo-random binary input sequence using a prime polynomial (a

monic i¡reducible polynomial of degree g¡earer rhan one) in GF (2) (Galois Field of

two elements). The panicular polynomial used has a degree of 31, thus the generated

sequence has a length of 231 bits. It then converts this into a coded sequence. The

state diagram model is used rather than the origilal coding process, since Viterbi's

algorithm has to use this model for decoding any\,vay. The binary input sequence is

sto¡ed for later comparison with the decoded sequence,

The second portion represents the channel. The codewo¡d sequence is

represented using an appropriate orthonormal basis. Since this representation has only

one dimension, the output of the channel (wirhout rhe noise) is simply a scala¡ as

described in Chapter 3. AWGN is simulated by the sine and cosine method [22] using
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a C library function to generate pseudo-random numbers between 0 and 1. This func-

tion has a sequence length of 232 which is adequate. Since the memory in the channel

is modelled as part of the state diagram, it is not included here.

The final portion implements a Vite¡bi receiver using the same path list that was

used in the analysis progrâm, to specify the structu¡e of the fellis. The program was

written so that the su¡vivor sequence could be set arbitrarily, and a length that did not

affect the error rate was found by trial and error. For all cases, a survivor sequence 32

frames long was found to be sufficient. This length is quite reasonable in an actual

implementation of a receiver. This ponion also compares the decoded sequence to the

data sequence stored in the fust portion, and counts the erron.

The simulations !,vere run for each of the codes (with and without the channel) for

siglal to noise ¡atios of 3dB to 15d8. They required between 50 minutes and 8 hours

of CPU time on an Amdhal 5870 mainframe computeÍ. Tlre 997o confidence intervals

a¡e less than 5Vo of the actual error rate in all cases. The results a¡e plotted in Figures

5.2 to 5.5, and a complete program listing is provided in Appendix D.

5.6. Comparison

The ¡esults of both the analysis and the simulations a¡e conrained in Figures 5.2

to 5.5. The curves are asymptotically tight, as expected in section 5.2, and show close

agreement above a signal to noise ratio of lMB or so. Since disk d¡ives typically

have signal to noise ratios above 15dB, the results of the analysis prove to be useful.

At low signal to noise ratios, the cuwes diverge somewhar (although they are still

reasonably close). There are two possible reasons for this. The fust is that the

analysis made the approximation that only paths with dist¿nce dn¡. would contribute

to error rates, thus discarding all the other paths. At high signal to noise rados, this is

certainly valid. However, at very low signal to noise ratios, the error function (p)
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almost describes a flat line, so rhis is no longer valid. The second reason is the union

bound used in equation 5.6. At high signal to noise ¡atios this is a very tight bound as

error events become more disjoint, but at low signal to noise ratios, the error events

begin to overlap.

For useful signal to noise ratios, the analysis provides results that almost match

the simulations exactly. Thus, the analysis can be considered valid and can be applied

to other codes. It does require a computer search (not providing, for example, an

elegant polynomial solution) but the time required is quite reasonable. It is far less

than the CPU time required to simulate a codes' performance (by an order of magni-

tude or more) and gives a result applicable for arbiuary signal to noise ratios.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

6.1. Error Performance

The results in Table 5.1 show that all of the codes have the same dn¡.,, so there

are no large differences between the codes themselves. The IBM (1,7 ,2,3) code and

the ISS (1,7,2,3) code also have similar constants c. However, the ISS (1,7,2,3) code

has a slightly lower value of c and a less complex søte diagram representation, thus it

would appear superior. MFM has an error rate th¡ee to frve times lower than the

(1,7,2,3) codes and two to three times lower than the IBMr (2,7,L,2) code. However, it

is significantly poorer in terms of data density, so it should only be chosen when erro¡

performance is paramount. The IBM (2,7,l,2) code has an error rate somewhe¡e

between MFM and the (l,7,2,3) codes. Its high data density and moderately simple

tellis (it has as many, or more søtes than the (1,7,2,3) codes, but significantly fewer

arcs) make it a good coding choice.

It is of note that the values of d,n¡., are the lowest possible (except for codes with

identical codewords for distinct paths: a situation that will result in errors in the total

absence of noise). As mendoned earlier, the prime consideration in designing RLL

codes was data densiry, not erro¡ performance. However, now that these codes can be

modelled in a format where the error mechanisms are clea¡, it should be possible to

improve upon this rrorst-case performance, Since these codes can be considered as a

rellis, it would be a matter of designing a trellis with associated ouçuts such that dnù.

is some other (non-zero) value. This is not necessarily a simple matter (many hours

expended for exactly such an end has convinced this author), but any such realisation
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will garner at least a 3dB coding gain over these present codes. The fact that convolu-

tional codes base their error correction capabilities on the structure of a rellis provides

the motivation for this.

6.2. About the Channel

In chapter 1, it was intuitively felt that properly considering the effects of the

cha¡nel should irnprove the performance of a receive¡. The ¡esults f¡om the analysis

and the simulation bea¡ this out. In all cases, including the cha¡nel model increased

dn¡' from one to two. In fact, the natu¡e of the cha¡nel fo¡ces the distance between

any two (diverging and converging) paths to be even. This is due to the fact that the

ouçuts of two paths can diffe¡ in only one of two ways, as shown in Figure 6.1. One

alternative is to have exactly the same ouiput except that one or more non-zero outputs

are displaced in one path (relative to the other). In this case, there is a distance of 2

for each displaced symbol. The other altemarive is that one path is the same as the

other, except that it has both a "1" ønd a "2" inserted somewhere. Again the distance

is two each time this pair of symbols is insened.

extra positive and
negative pulse

Figure 6.1: Differing paths.

shifted pulse
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For these four codes, the propefties of the channel results in a coding gain of 3dB

(corresponding to a doubling of dn¡.,) when it is appropriately considered. This is a

very significant gain, and rh¡usts RLL codes (which are by design just channel codes)

into the class of er¡or detection codes. (Since the entire decoding procedure is carried

out in a singie step, the actual gain is not the er¡or detection capability, but rather,

inc¡eased noise immunity which is illustrated in the aforementioned 3dB gain.). It is

especially rema¡kable in that no changes have to be made to the storage system, or

indeed, the stored data itself. The coding process that provides the 3dB gain is

inherent in the magnetic channel and thus, in all magnetic storage systems. The only

requirement is a receiver that can properly exploit this process. In this case MLSD,

realised by Viterbi's algorithm, is used to optimally utilise the potendal coding gain.

6.3. Implementability

This analytical treaunent and simulation are all very nice, but still raises the ques-

tion as to whether or not such a receiver can be implemented. viterbi receivers have

already been built for convolutional codes, so this is not in question. However, such

receivers are usually designed as single-chip vLSI ci¡cuits because of the speed and

computational load required [23]. General-purpose CPU's could be used for slower

channels, but such a solution is very expensive. The high speed of magnetic channels

dictates that a specialised VLSI chip be used to decode the ouçur

Ca¡ such a receiver be implemented on a single chip? Northem Telecom's 3

micron CMOS fabrication technology has proved more than adequate for a four-node

¡eceiver. This would suffice for MFM, but not for the other codes. However, presenr

state-of-the art technology has feature sizes below one micron. Such a fabrication pro-

cess would be able to support a 64 node receiver, which is considerably larger rhan

required for any of the codes covered in this work.
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6.4. Contributions

Optimal decoding of RLL codes is explored for the fint time. A procedure

whereby optimal decoding can be implemented is outlined, and the BER performance

of such a system analytically derived. simulation confirms the validity of the analysis

fo¡ all reasonable (and most unreasonable) signal to noise ratios.

The analysis reveals the rellis sructure of the RLL encoding process, much like

the structure that provides the error conrol capabilities of convolutional codes. This

opens the possibility of providing enor conrrol capabilities to RLL codes which, by

design, are simply channel codes.

The unique properties of the magnetic channel a¡e included in the RLL encoding

process, thus extending the optimal decoding to include the channel itself. In doing

so, the analysis reveals that d,n¡., increases f¡om one to two for each of the codes.

This thrusts each of the RLL codes into the class of enor detection codes, proving the

previous contention. since the entire decoding process is actually done in one stage,

the actual benefit is inqeased noise immunity which translates into a 3dB effective

coding gain in signal to noise ratio.

6.5, Further Study

The insight that this work provides into the er¡o¡ mechanisms of RLL codes and

magnetic channels opens several avenues for further resea¡ch. The observation was

made that these codes have dr¡r's that a¡e the lowest possible for codes of their type.

Improving this situation is certainly desirable and would involve finding a rellis struc-

tu¡e and output assignment that increases d-¡r. Incorporating the channel into the

encoding process increased dn¡, from one to two, so this is obviously possible.

In Chapter 2, it was mentioned that ISI is a very undesirable phenomenon to be

avoided at all costs. However, ISI does not present as severe a problem to a gellis
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structue (as long as the IsI is accounted for). Bit densities could be increased to the

point where ISI does occur (even with the RLL code), and with a properly designed

receiver, the performance may be degraded by an acceptable amount. This would

involve designing rellises rhat model not only the code and the channel, but the ISI as

well. Obviously, the complexity would increase, but the storage gain may make the

endeavor worthwhile.

work could also be di¡ected at providing a more systernatic basis for RLL codes.

They will always be non-linear, so perhaps, a strict mathematical basis (such as is

available for convolutional codes) may never be possible. However, ungerboeck [24]

developed a systematic non-linea¡ treatrnent based on rellises for a variety of signals

that can be represented by two onhono¡mal signals. Such a reatment fo¡ RLL codes

would be a significant improvement over whar is presently available in this field.
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Appendix A

Decoding

Assuming that a signal has been transmined, the received signal comrpted by

noise must be decoded. In optimum decoding using Bayes criteria, the most probable

input signal for the given received signal must be chosen. The decision must include

the a priori knowledge of the input signal probabilities and the probability density

function of the comrpting noise. In order to reach this step, the signal must have a

manageable representation over a symbol interval; the analog waveform representing

the t¡ansmitted or received signal is very difficult to deal with. one such method is

called an o¡thonormal representation. Two signals, 0i(¡) and 0;(l), are considered

onhogonal to each other over the time interval I if and only if
. 

(k+])r

J O,{r)O¡{,)ar =o &=0,1,. . .

tal

and a signal Q¡ (l) is normalized if and only if

(¿+l)1
f^
J þiG)dt=t ,r=0,1,...

KT

The set <D = {Qr(¡),Qz(l),' . . ,0-(r)) is an orthonormal set if all pairs of members

are onhogonal to each other, and if every member is normalized.

Let S = {sr(l),se(¡), . . ' ,s"(r)} be an arbitrary set of signals over a time inter-

val T. The onhonormal set Õ is called a spanning set for,S if for every s¡(r)e,S,

s;(r) = c,,qr1¡¡ +c¡2þ29) +' . '+c^þ^(t) re[0,I]

If the spanning set has the additional property that for every l, there exists some í

such that t¡*0, then Õ is called an onhonormal basis fo¡ S.
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If S is the set of signals ransmined in a bit interval 1, then an orthonormal basis

Õ of S provides a method of completely specifying each signal as z scalars o¡ a sin-

gle (length rz) vector C¡ of real constants. In addition, each unique signal in S will

have its own unique representation. This representation can be found by

(r+-l)r

c¡j = ) s¡()S¡Q)dt
AT

In the absence of noise, a Eansmitted signal can be multiplied by each signal in

the orthonormâl basis, and integrated over the symbol interval T. At the end of the

symbol interval, the values in the r¿ integrators correspond to the rn scala¡s, or the

vector of length rn, or the point in z -dimensional space, associated with the transmit-

ted signal. Each unique signal is represented by one of n points in an r¿ -dimensional

space, and this technique provides a complete representation of each signal.

This techniques provides a method to distinguish between the signals, but still

raises the question of optimal decoding in the presence of random noise. One propeny

of this representation is that white noise will (by definition) have independent,

identically-distributed components along each dimension of the orthonormal basis.

Passing the received signal into rn multipliers and integrators will result in ¡n scalars

that consist of rn components due to the transmitted signal added to rz independent,

idenúcally-distributed co'lFonents due ro the noise (if it is addirive). Instead of the

received vector lying exactly on one of the n points in m -dimensional space, as was

the case in the absence of noise, the received vector can lie at any point in the space

with a probability varying according to which signal was transmitted. Although it may

seem rather convenient that the noise has been defined to have a propeny that is quite

useful,. white noise is the predominant type of noise dealt with in communication sys-

tems. In fact, the noise present at the reading head of a disk d¡ive cal be very accu-

rately modelled as being additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN). This type of noise
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has the additional property that the noise along each of the components is also Guas-

sian.

At this stage, any received signal can be represented as a point in m - dimensional

space, without any loss of information. As previously mentioned, in order to optimally

decide which signal was transmitted, the most probable ransmiced signal must be

found given a point in this space representing the received signal. Each input signal

will be considered equally probable; such a receiver is called a maximum-likehood

receiver. Let the received vector be R=1r1,r2,. . . ,r^1, and the ransmitted signal set

s' and the onhonormal representations c¡ be as before. Then, the receiver must find

the i that gives

max Pr [s¡ (r) sent /R ]

Using the Bayes equality a couple of times, rhe test becomes

PrfRls¡(t) sentlPr [s¡ (r) sent]

Since all signals are equiprobable

1

Pr [s¡ (r) sent] = -:-

for all s¡(r)eS. Aiso Pr[R] is independent of s¡(¡), and thus is a consmnr over i.
since the receiver must merely find the maximum, the two constants can be eliminated

from all the exptessions without affecting the maximum. Now, the s¡ (¡ ) must be

found that maximizes

max Pr [R/s¡ (r ) sent]
I

For AWGN with two sided noise power

ponent has probability density function

No

z
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Pr[r,=a ¡s,1¡¡sentt = 1fi; ".r#{
Since the noise in each component is independent of the noise in the other com-

ponents, the probability of the enti¡e vector R occurring is just the product of the pro-

babilities of each scala¡ r; occurring.

PrlR/s¡(t)."nrl = Ii+ e*p--('-i-tiì2 t^ 1

i=r.vz,uvo Ñ (A'1)

When maximizing an expression over a parameter, it is sufficient to maximize a

function that increases monotonically with that expression. Thus, in order to maximize

a , an equivalent process would be to maximize f (a) tf I @) increases monotonically

with a, since î (a) >f (å) implies a>b. The funcrion ln(a) increases monotonically

with a for d € (0,""), so rather than maximizing (A.1), the natural logarithm of that

expression can be maximized.

f^ ,, '
max ln Pr[R/s¡(r) senr] = max ln I lI-#e*p -f i-.''l' 

I' i [i:i {2rNo ZNo 
)

å, lt -e¡-r,)'f=ryx>rn[ffi*t---t-l--"-,

I
= ro lÊln-!* ¡,n"*o-(rj-cij)2¡[i=r "lZnNs J=-, ' 2No

Since the fust term is constant for all s¡(t), this term can be removed from each

expression without affecting the choice of the maximum.

^\2
max ln Pr [R/s¡ (r ) sent] = max É :I¿::!l-
I i ¡=-=r 2N o

=.,* -+å uj-,¡j)z
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The constant in front of the summation is constant over,r,(t), so it can be removed

from the expression. The negative sign can also be removed by specifying the

minimum be found instead of the maximum.

max ln Pr[R/s¡(r) sent] = minilr ¡-c¡¡¡2t t t=t '

The observant reader will note that if the vectors R and c¡ a¡e considered vectors in

læ -dimensional space, the procedure is equivalent to finding the C¡ (that is, the

transmitted signal as represented in the space) that is closest to the received signal R,

in the sense of Euclidean distance. Thus the optimal decoding ove¡ a symbol interval

of a set of arbitrary (but distinct) time signals has been broken down into a series of

precise mathematical operations that can be implemented in practice.
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Appendix B

Markov Chains

Consider a random event. The set of all possible outcomes f¡om this event is

called the sample space of the event. Now, a function that maps a sample space into

the ¡eal number set is called a random variable. Thus a random va¡iable assigns a real

number label to each outcome. A collection of random va¡iables defined on some

sample space is called a stochastic process. If the members of the collection a¡e

countable, then the process is discrete-time and the members can be denoted by

XyXz,.. . . The state space is the set of distinct values assumed by the stochastic

process, and it is denoted by S. If the state space is countable, then the process is

called a chain. (Since the word chain forrns half of this section heading, the reader

may get an idea of where this "stochastic chain" is heading).

Now, the Markov property must be explained. Basically, this property requires

that the probability that a process is in a given state ar a given time, depends only on

the probabilities that it was in each of the states at rhe immediately preceding time.

More formally, a discrete-time stochastic chain {X¡ l, i =1,2, . . . with state space

S = {1, 2, . . . ) that also satisfles

P fXn=sn I &-r=t"-r,X" -2=sn-2,. 
. .,Xr=srl = P ÍX,=sn I X"-r=""-rl

for all n and all s1,s2,. . .,JneS is said to be a disc¡ete-time Ma¡kov chain. Hen-

cefonh, the Markov chain will always be assumed to be discrere-time.

A Ma¡kov chain is homogeneous or starionary if the probability of a ransition

from any state to any other state is independent of the time of the transition, that is

Plxn=j l&-r=il = PIX^=jlX^-r=¡l y n,m
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ln this case, the ransition probability is simply denoted p¡ . Given a state space ,S

with ¡¿ elements, there are obviously m2 transition probabilities. They are most con-

veniently denoted as a transition probability matrix (or simply transition matrix) 1.

"' Ptn
"' p2rn

P,run

where p¡ is the probability of a transition from state i to state I in one time interval.

A stochastic matrix is one that is non-negative and has all row sums equal to I

(T.f¡=t V i). Thus T is a stochastic matrix.

Let p,jz) denote the probability of a transirion from stare i to state I in 2 steps.

State i has a certain probability of entering each state in S in the fust step. In the

second step, each state in S has a ceÍain probability of entering state l. Thus, pU(2) ig

just the sum of p¡¿p¿; (the probability of taking rhe path from i to j via k) over all

,t e.f.

rdz) = \oi*nt¡
*eS

However, this sum¡nation is the same as takhg the ith row of I and multiplying it by

the j th column of I. In other words, multiplying the transition matrix 7 by itself

results in a matrix whose elements correspond to p,¡(21 firis concept can be extended

to an a¡bitrary ¿ transitions, thus
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A Ma¡kov Chain is i¡reducible if there is no non-empty subset C of the states .g

(other than ^l itselÐ such that the probability for a transition f¡om some state in C to

some state in ,S, but not in C , is zero. That is,

(YCcS,C*Ø) pi¡+0 ieC,j/C

In "layman's" tenns, an i¡¡educible Markov chain does not have any group of states in

which a process may get stuck; that is, enter said group of states never to leave again.

Two states, j and j , are said to intercommunicate if there is some transition

sequence from i to j and from j to i with non-zero probabiliry. More precisely, if
rhere exists some n)0 such that pi(¿)>0 and some mà0 such tnat p.f{)>0, rhen srares

i and j intercommunicate. Ineducibility can be stated in terms of intercommunicabil-

ity; a Markov chain is ir¡educible if and only if all pairs of states inrercommunicare.

This is intuitively reasonable since a reducible Ma¡kov chain must have a subset C

such that there is no possibility of a transition from within the subset to without; that

is, the members of C must not intercoÍtÍtunicate with non-members of C. But if all

pairs of states inte¡communicate, such a subset cannot be created,

A staæ j has a period of d if,

I P lf> = 0 unless ¿ =rzd lot m=1,2,...

iÐ d is the largest integer with the above property.

If d=1, then the state is aperiodic. Denote the probability that the fusr visir to

state j from state i occu¡s at time n by pd{'). thus,

p[@) =P[x^*t=¡ I xr*¿-r+¡ ,x¡+tc-z+j , . ' ' ,x¿*r*¡ ,xr=i1

Now denote p,j* as the probability of ever visiting state j from state i. Thus,

n{¡r = iotøt
n=1

lf p!¡- = 1 then state i is called persistent. If a state i is persistent, then the expecred
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retum time to that state is called p¡, and,

It¡ = [npl¡\)
¿=l

If p, <"., then the state i is positive persistent. Two states that intercommunicate will

be of the same type in regard to periodicity and persistency. Thus, in an i¡reducible

Ma¡kov Chain, all states a¡e of the same type.

At this point, the renewal theorem should be mentioned, since important proper-

ties of Ma¡kov chains follow from it. Let lail, lbí), and {u¡} be sequences of non-

negative real numbers such that

2a¡=1
t=0

Ðå¡ < ""
t=0

--<<x ltt¡3! 16 Y i

GCD(i:í>0)=1

n
un-lar-¡u¡ = bn n=I,2,3,.. '

t{

Then

if >td¡ <""

if lia,=*
i=1

The following theorem about Markov chains can be stated as a consequence of

the renewal theorem. For an i¡¡educible, persistent, aperiodic Markov chain with tran-

sition matrix T=lp¡jl,
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if i¡pÍ<k)it.*
¿=0

if i¡pîlk)ii -*
k4

If the Ma¡kov chain is funher restricted to being positive persistent, then the rheorem

is simplifled to

.. /-\ 1Ilmp¡)''' = 
=-¿-'æ 
2¡*1G)t
k4

The most significant thing about this theo¡em is that ¡rU(" 
) in fact will converge to

a constant value as n go€s to infinity. This theorem can also be used to show that in

any finite i¡¡educible Ma¡kov chai¡, all the states are positive persistent.

The analysis so far has shown that the state transition probabilities will converge

(and thus the state probabiliries) for a finite, i¡reducible, aperiodic Markov chain.

Theorems have also been developed to classify a given process, but they can be very

difficult to prove. However, a more powerful technique can be developed starting with

the Perron-Frobenius theorems on non-negative matrices.

Let A be a non-negative square matrix. Then

i) A has a positive dominant eigenvalue \ with conesponding left eigenvector

f6 such that .r0 is non-negative and non-zero;

iÐ if 1, is any other eigenvalue of A , then I f I < b;

iiÐ if ¡. is an eigenvalue ofÁ and lf l= lhl, tfrenn=3 i. arootof unity
^O

and 11¿\ is al eigenvalue ofÁ for k=1,2, . . .

Let A be a non-negative square matrix such that Aø is positive for some ¡n.

Then

f,
| ç 

^rut,,ümP,(z) = I kä'
n_)a - 

I

['
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i) .4 has a positive eigenvalue \ with conesponding left eigenvector r¡ such

that ro is positive;

iÐ if î, is any other eigenvalue of A , then I f I < h;
iii) \ has multiplicity one.

These two theorems can be used directly to prove the following two theorems

(mentioned in Chapter 4) about Ma¡kov chains.

Theorem 4.1

If T is the transirion matrix for a finite Ma¡kov chain, then the mulriplicity of the

eigenvalue 1 is equal to the number of irreducible closed subsets of the chain.

Theorem 4.2

If î is the transition matrix for an ireducible Markov chain with period d , then

the dth roots of unity are eigenvalues of I.
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Appendix C

Computer Program for Code Analysis

The following pages contain a source listing of the c program used to evaluate

dn¡, and c for each of the codes, both with and without the channel. The program

was run using the Lattice C compiler on an Amdhal 5870 computer in a JCL (TSO)

envi¡onment.
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333: /r: rhê d pàrirs, 

"nå i.poãiÈiõ;i;ã";h.; io che appropii.Ë. .na.noãil *2
;19. '1: ¡NnUT¡tNodcs,fÀrc6,fInpur aynbols,tourpur synbols :,
::y. /,: fdiatinct output Eequènc ès, ouLpu t scqüencs ,'/
;j:. /ri Edgê.or rdjàcency lisr of rrèIl.is (statc diagraml ,,/
:-.Y. Stèàdy-st.tê nodè probÀbility for êåch node ' *'/JÞu. /, OUTPUT:Echo of inÞur - -'t990. /.* amin,lpaifr-with dnin,probâbiliry of påths lor each srrrr ;tl:9. 1: Ánä cna sr¡te,-tål-iiãñ-ãåpin *,t
l!9. overall cocfficicnÈ c for dfrÊe 

",1Jyu. *r*rtri*i**rr*rr*irr***rrrr___________r____r2
400.
410. {
420, int xt
¡¡ 30. floàt coef fc, evrLuatê ( ) i440.
¿so. x-gertisr( ); /,¿eo. coËiic=ãiuiú.r"rr ,6,2,), - ,: !;:,",å:;.i13,'åå.o.n,ur,." lf470. prinrf("\fcoèfficient of !he èrror funcriãn is X.loi,,,éåei¡;t;"'---480. rêturn OK;490. ì
500.
!19. /:****aat,*a* ¡**fir*****r**rr*.2
:í:. /ri The_foll.ot,ing information is accessed by a1môsr alI funcrions, .2
:jX. /,:--:ly:. rhey are srorêd as globat variables (for rhe funcrions). _73{u. ___._____._.____Z550.
560. unsigned iñr from[HÀXÀRcs]; ,/* starting node of ðrc *//s70. unsigned inr rotxÀxÀRcsl r 7* .nainå ñ"ãã-àr-ã.i-- -t580. unsienêd int in [x¡xencsl; 7- a;;;l-";;;ãiii.ã'iir¡ "." _'tr)u. uñsrgned int outLMÀXARCSI ¡ /* outÞut åssociatêd Þith ãrc ;,/Þuu. unsrgned int stôteñum; ,/* lstatcs in trêtlis *',/610. unsisned inr arcntrn; 7- *;;;;-i"-1.;iii.'- ;t620. uosiened int p6rhsour; 7- äil;h"-;-iiiiã'ãu"¡ noa" _2630, fLoàr prou[xeisreresì; 7- ;í;;äy ãlarc irobabirities *75{0.



650, qerliBr ( )
660. /r 9èt Ànd print ârcl6È (frorn.to, in,ort) */
979. /te t *t t t *ra**rr*rir*rrrrrr¡rr*trirrrr*Êrrrrrrrr,rr*rtrrr
333: l: Funcrion ro rcâd âtl nêqcraåry inpurB (rrcrti, ..¿ p.rii.i";;i:":,
199. 7.- rNptrt:None (cxcept ex!èrnål) :1/ru. /r OI.rIPUT!Srôr!. !relfis ànd p¡ràinetêr info in globâl vrriàbLès ;,
133: /* a* r t ãa ara' rr i i * * r r !r rtr r r** *r i r * * r* r r r * ¡ ii *r * * *i ** *r * r r. r *r r;;;r * i r r,//
740. (

299. unEigned inr x.y.xx,yy;
I99 . unai9ned int E.it
123|- uneigncd int aic,outnum.chkout [20) ;

/* dunny v¡rÍableg ./
/. ]-oor, vàriâbtêa *7

790 .
800.
810.
820 .
830.
8¡¡0.
850.
860.
870.
880.
890.
900.
910. ì

!c.nf("Xd Xd Zrd Zrd X*d", &sÈrtcnun. &ârcnuñ) isc¡nf ( "ld" , &outnum ) !prinÈl ( "\n\nThe iÉd v¡tid outpuèa arc: ",oulnum) ifor ( i-0t i<outnurn; i++) fprintf(" ");acanf("Xx",&x)t
for (xx-O.y-0iy<Niy++,x>>r{)_- . /r ouputa reâd symbol, by a/xx-(xr<<B¡TsoUT)+(x&s¡FTorr¡) i 7* .y-^¿ál in ,""äi"Ã-"iä"" *2tor (y-0ty<Nty++, xx>>-BITSOUT) i

c hkout I i ] - (chkour I i ] <<BTTSOUT ) +( xx&Sr Ftour) :

)

:?9. printf(.\n\n\nArc Fron To rn ouÈ\n-- -- ---" )',ll9. for(arc-0iârc<¡rcnurniarc++) [
?19. acant(hfd zd Zx Xxû,stron[;rc],tto[arel,&x,&v],
??9. prinrf("\nx2d .x3d.*3ã ;;;;;,É;õ;i;;ãjliäfiíéjl;
?9S. for(xx-o,i-o;Í<Mrii+,¡>>l4j-
l!9. xx-(xx<<BtTStN)+(x&SrFTtN) !?99' for (yy-g,i-OiicN¡i++,y>>-4¡ '

- ??9. vv-(yv<<Btrsour)+(í¿srFrour);1000. tor (i-0;i<M;i++,xx>>lBrTsrN) f
-1919. in[¡rc]-(i![àrc]<<BrTsrN)+(;x&srFrrN),
l9?0. prinr f ( "Xx", xxts¡ r¡i ñt;1030. I -
1040,
1050.
1 050.
1070.
1080.
1090.
1 100.
'I 110.
1't 20 .
1 130.
1140.

print f (" ")tfor (i-0;i<Nti++,yy>>-BtTSoUT) (
out [¡rc ]. (out Iarc ] <<B¡ TSOUT ) + ( vv&sI FTouT) r

. prinrf ('Zx",yy&StFTOUT) ì
)

)print! ( "\n\n\nSråre probâbi I i Èy\n-----for (s-0is<sÈstènumis++) { -'
scân f ( "Xf ", &Þrob Is ] );

. printf("\nz3d U f',,s,probIs] )tl1150. påthsout-1<<!,tt
]]99. printf(,'\n\nrhere arê Xd pðrhs our of each sràrê.,,,på!hsour);'f 170. rêturn OKt1180. l
1 190.
'I 200. fIoåt êvål,uåtê (mind, måxd, df ree )

INPUT:mind - m¡n ¡num dêpth
ma xd màx imum depth

1210.
1220.
1230.
12{0.
'1 250.
1260.
1270.
1290. df rêe sun f or pàths v i th di s Èàncê-df rèe



1290. //r ouTpu¡:r.rurn.coefficiênr c,. probùbility-of râking dfrèè prth a/
l3î3: /arata'*are''iirçr*r***'r.*r*r;r;r******iftr*r*,*ri.;iiii*riì*,**.,7
1320. unE ignèd int ni nd, rnåxd, df rcè;1330. t
ll!9. unsignèd inr xt
jiiå' Ëî::E'::";;:3:å!ii.nr, /* st¿tt Btàtc' ènd 6tàtê, cnd dêprh '/
] li9. for (s6-Ois.a<strrcnur¡;as++) {rJvu. Þrintf("\fSt!rting state. is: .X2il\n\n Endstàte! ",a¡);1f99. far (cs.Oreg<gtatãn"r¡piiÃÈi(;-isì.,o"**¡¡;
Itl9. x-inirÞligr(rnind,!s)l{zu. if (nind<.1}
1r¡30. coaff+-q¡¡¡s¡(1,dfrèè.a6) ¡ /, find påth' of dèpÈh 1 */I1!9. for (cd-2 i ed<.'*ia;.ã]';i'Ï- "
ItÞu. x-¿xtend(ed), /* èxÈènd ("gror") thê p.ths */
ll93: ) coêrt+'rèarch(ed,dtree,se); 2' ri"ãp"ir'3-;;.'";i;:rî:etr,sa/
1¿80. ì1¡¡90. rêturn coêff !1500. I
1510.

l??3' l:-.::::::l:: riÊ*r*rt*trrr*r*r*r***r*frr1rrril'*rrrr*ft*/
vÀr¡àÞLê. rll¡t arè globål for folloying tunctionE. 2 conplctè ,,/'1 540. /' DrÈhtiar*ir¡t pãinãiiã-;"-.;";-;;;-so_rhê currènr one caã be ./

l:iå: f ,.:i¡;¡:ïirig;;.!ii.i;i::;;i*:::::.,::::.Ì.::.:::.::::::,i:::..i7
]?lR. :l:iCl"q in! plirrf lr{ÀxsrÀrEs] [MÀxpÀTHs] [r{ÀxDEprH],.l:yx. :l:l!t"d inr pli3rb{MÀxsTÀTEsI 

-[MÀxpÀTHs] [xrxoeprHj irÞ ru. uns¡qneat inr rnoliat-&plisra[0] [0] [0] ,*optist_gpfiitUtOl tO1 tOl;
''333: "n"tn'.d int pnä tx¡xsrÃrei: , òÃ É ix¡iiiÁrËi:l , rnpn-pnr, *opn_pnb;
16,¡0, initptiBt(rnind,aE)
1650.

l!gÎ' /,:-'::i:i*:i' *rrÊ**r*r**rr****/¡o/u. /ã In¡ÈiàIizè thè Iists by grovÍng in to. thê minimum dêpth. This ,/
i333: t: r.iaÈ i3 onlv sood ror itrÉ'ei"eri Ãl'iiine "t"t.. */,
l?09. /., tNpuT3mind - ninimum dêprh :t1710. /), 3s - stârt stàÈà :'1720. //a ourpur!iniriâli::l lla ;t"bat parhlisrs.and ôssociàrêd poinrêrs */.
lli3: /r*rrrair*irr*rrtrrr**rr!r!:*;rr**i*;rr** r******i*****r****7
l;:3: i" " 

t n".d inr mind,ssi

1!79. uns igned inr.rc,d,x;
1199. unsignêd int esi ,/* end srate
lSSB: ;;;;õ;:ã i;; ;;;, 2; ïl;.-:å;: orieinðrine rro¡n siven nou" il
]9]9. for (es=Oiês<6rarênun;apn Ies++] =O) i
]9?9. for (årc=0ifron[arc]l:"ì;åi.**j;-''
1919. for (Èop-¡¡q+pårhsou!;arc<roo:aic**)
r ð{o. r (oôr i sr+( rô [årc l *x¡xp¡ruSiopn l ro Ia rc )) ++ ) *¡¿a¡p¿p.¡¡1+1) -arc i19:9. for (d:2;d<mind;x-êxÈênd(d+;jlj''--'-
1860. rêturn ôKl1870. ì
1880.
1890. exrend(êd)
1900.
t:19. /.r*ata*ra.", ****r*******rii ./t>¿v. /* Functions "gror.s" previously grot,n paths up co å dêpth êd ;r/



1930. /*
ii¡g: 7; ¡Npur¡èd - dèpth to "sroe" pårha ro i/,
l:::. /,: OUTPUT3puts "groHn" p¡ths iñro globåt prrhtiErB ,'/
I tÞU . /t r r ri r t * t È* * r i * I * * * 'l * ** t t* * t i * *r * * * * * r r rt¡ * i I r * * * * I * ** * * * r * * * * ** * * * *** */1970.
'1980. unsigned inr êd;
1 990. i2000. unsiqnèd int *ot¿rnp,*nternpi /. ota, ner, påthLiEt pointèrs */
?gl g, unsignèd int arc,i,j,a;
?P?9. unsigned int esi '-' /* end srate */¿vsu, unsiqned int topi /* Last edgc oriEinåtin9 from Eivcn node */20a0.
?999. for (ès=0iès<sÈàrcnurninpnIcs++]ÉO)ì
?9q9. for (es-0iês<statenumieä+i) f -

?97o-. for (årc-orfrorn[¡rc]t-es;arc++);
?99 9. tor (top.arq+paÈhaour;àrc<top;¡ic*+) [
?9:9. for (j-¡p¡l¡et¡rcll,i-0;iiòpntesj;i+*) f
l.:Y:. ot emp.opl i s t + ( èS*HÀXPÀTHS+ i ) *MÀX-DEPTH t
Í]]:. nrcr¡p-nptist+(roIarc]*x¡xp¡T¡rs+i+j)*uÀxDEpTH,
<t4u' for (d-1id<edid++)
2130, *(¡¡si¡g+l)-*(etèrnÞ+d) !
?119. *(ntcmp+e!¡-¡¡q;
21s0. ì
?]99. npn [Èolarc] l.]-it2170. I2180. ]2190. nÈcnp-nÞlist. l* sritch thê ol,d ànd nèH tíaEs ),/.22OO. nÞtisr-òDtisr.t 7* by srrirchiné-Ë¡,"'i.ï"i.is */221O. opl i st-nie¡no:2220. ntêmÞ-nÞn: -
2230. n pn,òon ì2240. oÞn=nlemp;2250, rêturn OÈ;2260. I
2270.
??90. ffosr seàrch(ed,dfrèè.ss)
2290.
?199. /,************t****!r*r*i*****rÊ*,¡**r****rÊr*rr*****r*r*i****i'******r**/
fJl:. /,* seårch all thc paths for disjoint paths (r,ith co,nmon cnd nodes! t,/¿r¿v, /* àIt sÈart noalês are thè sanè since Èhèy eere aL] grorrn fron the ir/
?119. /,* så'ne node, rnd åll p.Èhs ;;; d;;;h ;å): rind patñs wir;-;i.:"= ;,¿stre. /* ctistsàncè. rf thåt diståncê È drêÞ. find the pioUaUifiiy oi' _723s0. /.1 raking rhrr path, anã iãlóãi"¿ÈFãírår".
2360^ 

,/t p6L¡¡, ar¡q asÞeL'¡aEeq errorst */,

?179. 7,' rNpuT:ed - deprh of rhe pårhs i/,
il:g. /,* dree - sum parhs nirh disrånce åIrtf Jl
::>^t!. ss - searting ståte o! alì paths *,,/
iI9:. /,* OUTPUTlrerurn coefficients for alt !¡gs pattrs *'/
i119. /,' ¡prinr *ninimum distance parhë-, rniàirnum disrànce *'/zt¿v. /.tr**Ê****r***ir*****i**rr* *****************r72{30.
2440. uns i gned int êd,dfree,ssi2450. I
?4.99. trnsigned int êsi /* end state */
t:AX' :::Ì!!99 rnt.på'pb; /)' pa:.r.s to be cotnpared a e. b ;/

uns t qned cl,d¡s;
?!?9, unsignêd inr mindislHÀxsTÀTEsl ¡ /* arråy of min. disråncês */
::99. unsignêd inr sumerr [HÀxsTÀTEs] t /* arra] of errors -,z5ru. unsiqned int outa IMÀXDEPTH] t /* outpüt o! pårh å ro depth d *,/2-r?9. unsisned inr mdpn lv¿xsr¡reÉj )
?!99. unsigned int inå., inb; /.* inpurs of parhs å & b ,t/
3::P. "l:i?!.q int proupatir; 7* pràuaririti-åi-tãrinã pat¡¡ ;,
:2"-"^. uns¡gnèd rnt nonålch; /* are påths disjoint? - - ;/z5bu. unsignêd int err,cveci /' errots (xOR oi tuó paths) _'/



3:3t. ll:ig!.q inÈ count,countèdi /t count pârh onty once */¿Þöu. unA igncd int rtcnpà,*tcBpbt
2590. flo¡[ cocff-0;
2600.
?919. for (probprth-l,d-Oid<èdid++rprobpåthr-parhsout),
4949. for(caro;è6<statenumica++) f
?Q30. mindis [ès] -rNFNTyt
2640 . ndpn [cs] -O t
?Q10. sunerrles].0i
3292. fo.-1p::9¡pifopn [es] ;p¡++) I /* setÊcr pÀrh â r/
:97y. I cmpå -opl i s t + ( cs *!,tAxpATHs+på ) rMÀxDEpîH iZõðU . count-o;
?9?9. c oun r ad, O;27O0. for (ina,0,d-1 :d<-cd:d++) f
?7!o-. out¿ld]-outÏtemp.ial l;. - 

/.* t¡na iÈs ourput */?l?9, ina.(ina<<M*Brr3rñ)lintternpatdJ); 7- ii;á ;;; i;;;;- .22730, )
?!!9. for (pb-Orpb<opn [cs] rpb++) Í /* selêcr ôãrb b */
::71. if (pal-pb) { /* not sarni parh? +'/¿tÞe. È èmpb-op1 i s t + ( es rHÀXpÀTHS+Þb ) *HÀXDEPTH,
?7?-9. tor- (diä-0,norlarch=l, in¡-OlA=r id<¡êdÊå onarchrd++) {2740. nonarch-to IremBa.tål J -!oli.ró¡tal l;-"- -7;"åi"jå iàt? */27s0. for (cvêc-;urå'lai-o"tttirnpÞTãil iii..;."'"c>i![iiiour,2800. dis+=((cvccrsirrouil;zii,iiiiåücèãóiiiõurliôiãr,o;2810. inb-(inb<<M*BtTsrN)+inIrcnpuiàji;------2420. Ì2830. if (d>èd&&dis<-nindis[es] ) [ /* nin. disr pàrh? */28¿¡0. for (crr-0,ev""-iÃi;iÃú;i"oc;."oc!r-'fiiirii-- *
2850. err+-evcc&srFT¡N. '--l* ãiåã'"irorc r/2460. if (dis<nindis tesi )' { 7- nåü-^ì..-åistl *'72870. minais lesl -áisi2880. surnerr iesj -crr i
28 90. ndpn [cs].1 ;2900. c oun !ed- 1 ;2910, l2920. êIse /. same nin. dist? r,/2930. surnerr [s5] +-g¡¡;2940. count-i;2950. ì2960. )2970. )2980. if ( c oun è && ! c oun t èd )2990. mdpn [es] ++;
3000. I
301 0. if ( ¡ni ndi s I es ] =-df ree )3020. coaff+.orobIss]*surnerrIes],/probpath/M; ,/* ada to coetE */3030. Ì '
l9!9. printf("\n\noeprh is ud,',ed)t
l9?9, printf("\n ñumËer of paths:,'i;
9999. for (es=oies<srsrênum;printf( i' Zsd",opn Ies++] )].
1S?9. prinrf("\nMin. disÈ. pärhs:");
19q9. for (es=O;ês<statenurn-¡printfii ZSa",rndpn Ies++] ) );
¡S9S. printf("\n Sum of er-rors:,') i
11S9. for (es=O;es<scåtenur¡iprintt( i' USd,',sumerr Ies++] ¡ ¡.
! 1 '!9. prinrt ("\nMinirnun disrånce¡");
?1?0. for (es=0;es<statenunies++)
:]:9. prinÈf(" Xsd",mindisIes]>9999?9999:rnindislesl);3140. return coefft
31 50. I
3160.
3',t 7 O . /t3180,,/co.sYsrN DD3190. ++EMBED yUNS2? NosEe PERF=,++,



Appendix D

Computer Program for Simulation

The following pages contain a source listing of the c program used to simulate

the bit error performance of each of the RLL codes in a magnetic channel with

AWGN. The program was n¡n using the Lanice C compiler on an Amdhal 5g70 com-

puter in a JCL (TSO) environment.



10.
20.
30.
40.
50.
60.
70.
s0.
90.

100.
110.
120 .
130.
140.
150.
160.
170.
180.
1 90.
200.
210 .
220 ,
230.
240.
250.
260 .
270.
280.
290 .
300.
310.
320.
330.
340,
350.
360.
370.
380.
390,
¿00.
410.
420 .
430.
440.
450,
460.
470.
480.
490.
s00.
510.
s20.
530.
540.
550.
560.
570.
s80.
590.
600.
610.
620 .
530.
6¿0.

// JoB 'i ,,T¡r'rE-1oox'// EKEC c3TocLG//c.sustx oo

I
20
50

#dèt
*dè f
fdèf
*dè f
*dê f
*dèf
ldc f
lldèl
#dè f
fdè f
tdèf
#dê f
f,dè f
fdèf
#dè I
Ídè f
*dèf

nè MÀXPÀTHI N
nè HAXSTÀÍES
nè tlÀ¡{.ÀRCS
nê MÀXOUTNttl.l
NE B¡TSIN
Nè BI TSOUT
nc S¡FTIN
nc S I FTOUT
neM
nèN
nê NO
nè TRT NCMS
nè TRI'NCLS
nè EITLEN
nè ¡ NFNTY
ne B¡c
nè OK

11 2+rt ncedèd ro rêpresènÈ rn inpur synbol/,* BíEs ncedêd for ân ouÈput syr¡bðl
l* Bit mask to sift ¿ sinäle i-nÞut svmbol/.r Bit nåsk to 6ift ð sinqte ou-cput -symboL
/* Pårrrnetèr fll of (d,k,n,n) -

/_* Parånctèr n of (d,k,¡n,n)

*/.

*/.
-7

-'/

-0 ,/.* *votd i n survi vor Eèquencè30 ,/* fbits pèr ¡rord in suivivor sècruênce32 /.a Rít 1ên9ht o! nåchinè
0xTFFFFFFF,/r Inf iniÈv
0x40000000 /* A 6íg nunber, bur nor infiniÈv1 /* Loorl .nd function control

1024 /* variance of thè noisè

/* ttame (s¿åge of trelLis) number -/
/È primÍtÍvc elcmenr of GF(2r*32) */
/* signal strèngth ),/

f include <Btd1ib.h>
*includc <mâ !h. h>

.il!.:l:!"ilJ3l.r . ,/* Thè putsè_ rrånsnirrcd for an ourpur synbor */unsigncd inÈ slôÈenum,arcnumi /* *aÈales,*arcs - -' ---- 17
r¡¡in( )

,/*******r*r**t*r*******i*!:*r**r*ii****t*********i**Ê***itt*****i****+r /
/,t, l.tå i n progràm âccepts a trèllis or sÈåtê diåqrarn ( in thê f orrri of ://,* and èdgc or ådjàcency Iist) and simulrtès tñe codino ;;";;;;_-- *',/channêl (m!gnêÈic, in thiE casc), and dêcodinq procãsã ln i¡å ;/viterbi.'s al,gorithf¡r. The èrror ra¡c is found-fór a r".ro. oi *'//,: signôI to noisè rårios (sNR). -7
/.* t'//,: INPUT¡ fNodès, f,Àrcs, #I nput symbols, foutput synbols, starÈ s!åre *'l/,- ;cl¡sttnqt output sèquênces,outÞut sêc¡uencs *,t

Edgc or ådjacêncy list of trellis (sËate diaqran\ *'//,* SÈeady-stôÈe nodê probåbili¿y for êåch node - ;,/
OUTPUl3Echo of input *'./

1: dnin,flpath vith dmin,probâbitÍty of paths for êåch srårt 
"/ånd end state, for êach depth ;//,* Bit error råte for sêverål SNR *'/*r¡*************,¡*******r** ************** ** **7

t
unsigned int f rêrnet
unsignêd starÈsÈôÈe,xi
una i gnêd prÍrnitivet
inÈ êrrors, testlên fint signal;
scanf ("Zd Xd Z*d Xrd Zd',,&statênum,&arcnum,&startstate) ix=9et1ist();. --/í ,"^a Èrellis *,/x-initial,ize(sÈartstate, 1 ) ;x=findchlarc(); /* tin¿ ôrcs to be checked *,/prinrf("\f")t
for (signal-30?2tsignð1<6145rsiqnal,+=5'12) I /****t ****r*********ir**,/channêl[f]=siqnal; '/' Sr,ècify siqnal size *7

channèì [2] =-signal.; '/* iZi- éàên-ü.¡å1. --' -'zsrand(rand( ) ); 7. so..iiu".ãåäl-- - -'/Èèst1ên-(si9nð1.<5121)?1OOOO!IOOOOOr'/- ai,aaíi'y t-ài'tr^^u" *',/



9:9. primitive-rrnd( )+1 t ,/***r********r*r*rrr*.ri/560. x-initi¡Iize(stàrtstrte,Þrinitivè)!
q70. for ( f ranc-o i f r¡nc< ( I'nuñðIs rBI TLENITRUNCLS ),/Br Ts t N^,r, f râmè++ ) (680. x -ourout ( i r

9:9. x-disiance( ); /* exccurê coale unÈil survivor *,/xrvlÈêrbl{ r: /* scquènçe registers sic eu]-]- *7?10. ì
!2_9, for (errors-O,frârne-Oifrardè<tcsgl,ênifrrmè++) [730. xÉoutout() t740. x.dislancet ) I /* Exêcute code ànd count th. */,750. èrrors+-viÈèrbi()i 7* ãrror". */760. ì
ZZ9. pr i n t t ! "þ\n\ns,/N Rario.: X.2r", (floar)si9nàt/No),
í83: I 

printf("\n Errors! Zd\n prâmès: Xd",érro'rs.f iarne);
800. rèturn Ot(;810. Ì
820.

3i3. /ì:-:i:ä':;-i;;:;î:;::'.-.*r***r*i*******r**r*r** **t******t********¡/
999. f* getlist: 9èÈs and prinrs vàl¡d oulputs (ou!num.chkourn ) and ^/.
99i. 7.- ---"--' IiËir3l-rîiãüiÍ.iãlilr"iiîã,1Ëil r. i/,Þõ9. 7.; 

e"""' 3iËïr3l"tFIåfiií.i3tïiriiïÎ.'iËr jTT'""''hkoutrr ) lnd i/,ótV. /* tindchkÀrê: finds lhe pàthg tg chèck for esch stAte and puts the ,7.880. //* nunbêr of ihesi in_pthinumij, ¡na the årcs thcmsèIvca r/Be0. /* inró ãr,iÃrðiiî.ll:ïiäãäij"ióoi;;.ã";"-È;-";'f;i;;iii,. */900. /* outnut: finds Èhe psueaó:iinååri-uiñ.iv''input sequèncc tu >¡ià'pír *7.
:19. /,* f rarne) f roñ cF(2rr31) usiné ii,e niniråi-Ã;ï;;";ï"i"- .' ,,,
ðí3: 1: xll'lilll-ilJ,;.îlt.å'i:'"i:;":T':::":ï:'tll:":ll:l,"lmboLsà7, Àncr t¡nos Enê output (outpt). Thcsê symbolE */930. /* årê rh.n rrrnstarêd ro chànnet åi.uòi. -iJ ¡,i" "li ïi I 

-í'üã-' */.
?_49. /., AwcN or enligi ñó ¡s-.aãliã"Ëã-ri,. x symboL6.

3åR. 7* viter¿ít pii!i;T" virirbi's rtsorirhm for one trêl.tis, f rs,ne. ,n. ir,,
.::X. //: updàtêd rnèÈrics arc calculâtèd fror¡r oldmêtpn and sr-oièd *./
1999. /,* in newmelp[J. Thê bcar àrc is srorêd tn áã.i.n""nã-il.- *'t
.]X.ly. /,: updåtcd aurvivor sèquenc. (newssp[1[] ) is êaIculaÈed - *'l
:"^:y. /,i f,ron Èhê inpur rêprescnÈèd by deðisn (inlAecisn]j Ãna *'/¡urv. /t thè ôLd.6urvivor_sequèncê (oldssp[] [] ). The beàt statè ;/
194S. /.- nctric iÀ iouna- f iñ¡niËj-.nã-tr,o'ãúi"i"or-ä.qu;;;.-;; ;/1050. /,, rh¡r aràtê is uscd to deciäe on_rhe i"p;¿ ;-t;;;:; ;ã. ;,
1393: /i: I:.:::?l:å"::;: tli.--Hði'"ãiization ro þrevenr overrrõi :t1080. l* initiatizei initiålizcs thè pointers ånd årrays of Þointers to ;,'!090. /.* rhe corrêc! locaiions. initiuii.ãä-t¡,ã ãtiiã-åItií.. ;,'! '!99. /.- ana i¡¡e pãiv"ðÃi. i - 

Tã i I . '-------'- *,t
]119. /,* príntt lvitl prinr iniorir¡iión auãui-tne process ãr eôch tr¿m¿. í¡ i//t t¿u. /r necèssåry-.- If the program is Horking propêrly, it vili -71130. /.- not nornåtly ¡" "Ã"ã.--ó-ã"iãcÈ.s no decoded inDur and ;t1140. /.,, error count] "rriiå inv ðt¡"i-nuilu., d;;;:-- ;'/
] ] ?9. /************É*****r*r***!l***********rr* ,***************;2
1 150.
'! '! 

? I ' /**** **********É***È*i****,¡!r*r*rr*** *r*Ê **r*****r****r*** /1180, //* clobåI våriabl,es - --"^-;,
I ] ?9. /********r*r**!¡***i***r*r***********i*** *****************/
1200.
]?]9. i"l rnèirmètp, *oldnècpi /' nêr' & ol,d srare meÈric pointers */'i??9. inr rnêrð [MÀxsTÀTEs] ,mêÈbtM.ÀxsTÀTEsl'r /* scare ¡nerrics --- -'/1230. inr ¿ist [0x22],r[3];1240. unsignêd inÈ Eo[MÀaÀRcs] t /* enòing node of arc *,/1250, unsigned inr in [MÀxÀRcs] i 7* input-assðciåleã-iiti¡ arc *'l1260. unsignêd inr our lu¡x¡ncij ¡ '/* ouipur åssôciãred ,ilrr-ài" *'/1270. unsigned inÈ ståtenumi 7* *"tàt"" in tre:.iis ;'/1280. unsisned inr chkàrc [MàxsrÀrEs] lr¡¡xp¡r¡¡¡ñ] ,;ahi;;;plMÀ;ÀiÃiËãl ;



1290 .'1300. unsiEncd inr
1 310. unsignêd int1320. unsiEned Ínt1330. unai qnèd int
1 3¿0. un6ignèd in!1350. unsignêd inr1360. un 6 i gned inr
'I 3 70. unsigncd int1380. unEigncd int
1 390.
1400. gèrliEr ( )'1410. f

1 560.
1570.
1580.
1 590.
1600,
1610.
1620.
1630.
1 640.
1650.
1 660.
1670.
1680.
1690.
1700.
1710.
1720.
1730. l17¡¡0. rèturn OKt1750. l
1?60.
1770. findchkarc ( )1780. (

18s0.
1860.
1870.
1880. ì

/* líet. of ôrca to chcck for câch s¿a|¿ */
'r neHssp, ' rolalsap i /r lrointêrs to ÞointcrE ¡'/* asâp LHÀxsTATEs I t /r pointcra to ôIa ¡ nee survivo¡ *7* s 8bP II{ÀXSTÀTES I t /* sequeneea. *',/
BB t?l [MÀxsTÀTEs] [TRuNcHs+t ] ì /* survívor sèouèDcèÊ ,'l
inalTRlrNCl{S+1J ì /t inÞut sequen-c¿ .'/plh¡nunttAXSTÀTESI; /, ttpa¿n int-o each atate *'7
:lI::!ty¡lggrTgll ,' '/t oütpurå iå ã[ãJr----- ;'/m¡na!Ê, ¡nstc, inp¿, out Þt , outnum igti /* 9ríne potynomial of ordcr 31 */

/* get anò, prinÈ arcla! (from,to,in,out) */
1l?9. unEiEncd int x,y,xx,yy,i,¡rc;
1430.
I449. scånf ( "Xd", &outnu¡n) ;
]199. printf("\n\nThe Xd.våtid ourpurs årè!",oulnun)i1¿50. for (i.0;i<outnun;i++) f1470. Þrintf(" ',)t'!499. scånf ("Xx,',&x)t
l!?9. for (xx-0,y.0ry<Niy++,x>>-4)
reuu. xx-(xx<<BITSOUT)+(x&SIFTOUT);

Ml:'"'.1í;3¿liilililäxi?îîl1i?H3iuí,*,,.,.o,¡Frour),1 530. prinr f ( "xx ", xxas¡ Èiöurj;1540. I -

15s0. lprintf('\n\n\nArc From To tn out\n-- -- ---\¡");for (arc-0;arc<arcnuniarc++) fsc.nf ("Xd %à.Zx %x,',ÈttonIarcj,gto[arc],&x,&y),printf ( "\n%2d .%3d X3d ".ârc,fron[årc],rof¡?ci];for ( xx-0, i-0, i <N; i ++, x >>_4 )
x¡!-(xx<<B¡TS¡N)+{x&SIFTIN) ttor (YY-0, i-0t i<Nt i++,y>>.¡1)

- vy- (yy<<et tsouT) +(y¿St FTOUT) tfor ( i-0r i<M. i+*,xx>>.BITSIN) f'in [arc] -( in [årc] <<BITStN)+(tx&srFTrN],
-. printf ("Zx",xx&S¡FT¡N) i
Ì
printf(" ");for ( i=0t i<Nt i ++, yy>>rB¡TSOUT) (

out Iarc]. ( ouÈ [årc] <<BI TSOUT) + ( vv&St FTOUT ] ,
- pr i n t f ( "Zx " , yy&S ¡ FTOUT ) ì
t

1729. unsi Ened inr arc,parh,srðre;
1800.
1g 19. for (arc.0;arc<arcnum;arq++)'1C?9. chkôrc lto [arc] j lprhinumttchkôrc Ito Iarc ] i Iprhinum Ito Iarc] I ++l =arc,nÈf ( "\n\n\nsratê lpathsin Àrcnunbers\n-----]::9. .ch¡!q,Lc[.to.[arc]jIprhinumttoIarcJ]++l=.r..
.l::y. pr¡nÈ!t"\n\n\nSrarê tparhsin Àrcnunbers\n--ro1¡v¡ lor (statê={Jts¿ate<ståtêñumiqrâÈè++} f

---------- " ) ;'!94S, for (s¿ate=0;'s¿are<srå!enum;staiàiij Ipr j,ntf ("\n 2è ,(2à ',,staÈè,pthinumIscate] );f or (path=0rpårh<prhinum Israie] ;p¡Éiriiiprintf ( " 9í2d", *(6¡¡.r.pIstate] +path) ) ;
1890. return Ot(l1900. l
1910.
1 920. outÞut ( )

/* eina the pðÈhs !o chcck for cach sEate */

/* t¡na thê ouÈpur of thè channel *,/



1930.
19¿0. ådcline NOR¡.{ OxTFFF1950. *dèfinè P¡ 3.1{18926S35897932384626¿33931960. {
1??9. unsignèd inr i,remp,rrci1980. double ra,u;
1 990.
2000. inp¡-6.2010. lor (l-0;i<Mri++) f, /,r .f ind_Èhc inpur t/.2i3i :;ts:Í?i;E::;i;sfiïï*¡; 7: i!i:*;!:;åáÃ-vi"",v *'7

?9!S. srl(9f<<ì )+!c,npi2050. ]
3999. for. (arc-0; (fro¡nIarc] t-instè) ll(intarcJ !'inpr)iarc++)izvtv. ¡n5te-ÈoIarcl t
?9q0. for ( i -TRrJNctrs r i i i--)2-9?9. ins I i I - ( ins I i ] <<BIESTN'.M) + ( ins I i-1] >>Br T¡,EN-B¡ Tsr N*r,r ) ,?199. ins[0]-(ins[0]<<ErTsrN*H)+inpri
'z":\2' ?Y!pt:9!!I1r:li /.' ein¿ èhe ourpur */
::".2. tor (te¡np-outpt.i-0ri<Nr ) { '/* rinã Àr¡cH------ *2¿tsv. rå-Éorr(-2rNO*NO*Io9((doubte)(rând()+1),/(NOR¡,I;1))),
?1!9. u- (dõubLe ) ran¿< i,zñoñi;ã;pi, - " - -'-- "
?l?9. rIi++]-(int)(r¡*coe(u))+cñånnellrcmp&s¡FTouTlt
? 1qS' têmP>>-B¡ rsour '2170. if (i<N) f
?.1q9. rIi++]-(inr)(ra*sin(u))+chånnctlrèmp&SrFToUTl,2190. Èènp>>-BI TSOUT.2200. I -

2210. )2220. rèturn OK;2230. I
2240 ,
2250. disrânc.() /* tína thè distanqe to all possible outputs */2260. Í22?0. inr i,i,x,yt
??90. for (il0;i<outnun;i++) {2290. x-chkout Ii] t2300. dist [x].0 t2310. for (j'Oixix>>-BTTSO[,'T) {
?1?9. Y.¿hannè1. Ix&stFrour] t
?199. disrlchkourIi]l+.((y>O)?1!(y<0)?-1¡O)*(-rIj++]+(y>>1));2340. ]2350. ì2360. rêturn OK;2370. I
2380.
2390. vitèrbi ( ) /* pettotm viterbi, s atgarirhn */2400. {
?119. unsigned int ârc,psth,stãtê,i,decisn,errorvec,fsÈe,**tnp,
?r?9. int otrnct,minrnêÈ,*rernp,èrrorsi
2430.
2440. ¡ninnct-tNFNTy;
?1?9. for (s!åte=O;stå!c<starenun;state++) {
?199. * ( netrme tP+s Èa È è ) = I NFNTY;
?179. for (path-0rpårh<prhinumtsrårel; ) I /* check ått input *7?4?o. arè-*(chkàIgptitarel+pat¡t*i i 7- ;;;;;.--- "'--- *,7?!?9. otrrnèb-*(oldmêtp+fromiårc] )+åisr Iour Iarc] li2500. if (orrmèt<r(nei,nerp*itatå) ) I '2* tina besr parh */?t19. *(ne*metp+state)'=otrmti;2520. decisn-¡rc;
?9?9. if (otrmet<¡¡inmêr) [ /* Eínð besc srate *./2540. minmèt-orrrnerì 7- ;;";";;;; :;;;: ;2?5?0. ninste-sÈarei '/* s.q.--'-- --"' *'/2s60. ì



2s7O. l2580. )
?999. fsrc-fronldecienl;
?q99. for ( i -TRUNClrs r i r i -- ) /' upðazc surv. sèq. */
?qi g. * ( * ( nèuaap+stðtê ) +i )- ( i ( * ( otdsep+fete ) + i')..síis iñ*MIi 

- '
2620. (*(*ioiããiõ*iãiei*i_llllaii,ipñ:g¡rs¡N*H),2630. ** ( nêvssp+s!!rè ) r ( rr (oldsap"esiÀ j ligiiÈiñ*xl *i n tã""Iãil i' - -
2640. ì -

2_t19, errorvac¡(*(*(newesp+minate)+TRuNCtrS)-insITRUNCMS] ]>>TRuNcLs!
7292. f"r_ j:::91"79, i-or il!4r i++,èrrorvcij,-aiiiir¡i-- ----' ' /*-Tá"ll-Lrr"r. */¿Þ ttJ. èrror5+- ( ( errorvêc&s¡FT¡N ) --0 ) ?0:1;2680, fgr (statè.Ors!ate.statenu¡nli
2_9?9. * ( n êumètp+6 tâ rè++ ) -.ni nn; r .2700. tènp.nèenctót 

^. /,r flip-fl.op sE.Ee */,
7112. nêyrnè Èp-ordmè Ëp r Z* netitcl.-
¿ t ¿v. o Ictnê tÞr t cmÞ;
2? 30 . tmÞ.n êr,6 6Þ.2740. nèw s sproldsBp i2750, oldssp=tnp t2760, rcturn eriors;
27?0. I
2780.
2790. init.iÀIizè(6târÈstate,primitivc) ,/* initializc -pointcts */,
2Blo. unsigncd int startståtè,prirnitive, /* and prinitive */
2820 .
2830. f
?8¿0. uns igned int strÈèi
2850.
2850. nèr,ssp-ssaÞi287O. old s sp' 6sbÞ t2880. n eÞne t p'¡n. Èå i2890. ol,dnêÈp-rnetbt
2900, for (ståte-0istå!c<stâtenumraÈstè++) f291O. chkårcÞ [staÈè] =chkErc Iståte] :2920, ssap Is¡¡¡s] =es [0] [s¿ate];
??30. ssbptstðÈèl=as [1] [srarèj i2^2!9. - meÈbIsrsrèi-(s¡¿¿¿-=s¡¿!Éstare)?O3Btc,2950. l
2960 . i nste=star !s tð te;2970, 9f -prir¡irive;2980. reÈurn OKt
2990. ì
3000.
!!]Q. nrint(choice, fra¡ne,errors) /* ptínE perrinanr ínlo. */3020.
3030. int choice, errorE i3040. unsi gned inr f rarnei3050. {3050. ínr i;
3070.
3080. prj.nrf ("\n%3d ",trane)t3090. Íf (choice) {3100. for (i=M-1;i>-0.i--)
9.119. prinrf(',Ux",i(*(oldssp+minscc)+TRUNCMS)>>TRUNCLS+irBrTSIN&SrFTrN),
3120. ì
3130. etse {3140. for (i=0;i<=!.t;i++)
3150. printf ( " ");3160. I3'170. printf (" ");3180, tor (i=¡.t-1;i>-0'i--)
1l?9. .prinrf(,'%x,',inpt>>i*a¡Ts¡N&stFrrN)i3200, prinrf (",');



?? 10. for (i-N-1ri>.Ori--)
1??9. prinrf(nzx',ourpr>>i*atTsou¡&srFToUT)t
¡?30. for (i-N-1ri>-Or) -

9?!9. pr inrf ( " U{d",rli--l )t3250. for (i-0!i<Z;)
l?q9. printf(" XSd",*(e1¿r".p+i++) ) t327O. prÍñr f ( " ,Xzd",minsÈê): -

l?C9. if (choice) prinrf(" ,xd",arrors);J¿ru. return oK;
3300. l
3310.
3320 - /*
3330. Zco. sysrN DD *
33,t0. ++El.tBED DÀTAr Btaac NosEe PERF-' ++'


